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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

ee ee ey 

HAROLD WEISBERG, 
e 

‘ Plaintiff, 

Vv. : Civil Action No. 78-0322/0420 
‘ Consolidated 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, 

Defendant : 

AFFIDAVIT 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I am identified and my qualifications are 

stated in my earlier affidavits. 

1. In my affidavit of July 16, 1983, and in earlier affidavits I referred 

to FBI filing and (non)searching practices pertaining to electronic surveillances, 

to the complete absence of any electronic surveillance searches in this litigation, 

to the fact that what evasive, inadequate, incomplete, deceptive and misleading 

attestations were provided were provided by FBIHQ personnel who can claim a lack 

of personal knowledge (although they could have learned much at FBIHQ by a search 

at FBIHQ, which they did not make and attest to), and I provided the identifications 

of files that are used to hide such information and by their titles would not be 

believed or expected to hold such information. One illustration is the FBI's 

“admat" or 66 file, the correct title of which is "Administrative Matters." 

2. FBIHQ records pertaining to the investigation of the assassination of 

President Kennedy that were not provided to me and were provided to another and 

later requester, whose request is not identical with my litigated requests but does



    

include electronic surveillance or "June" or "Elsur"™ information, confirm the 

accuracy of my recent as well as all my earlier attestations and appeals pertaining 

to electronic surveillances and other matters. They also confirm what I stated, 

that such pertinent records were known to exist and were not searched for in this 

litigation; what I stated about how and where it is filed outside the appropriate 

main files and that this also is well-known within the FBI; and my statement that 

the FBI's persistent refusal to search for and provide such information is 

deliberate (and is one of its means of stonewalling and perpetuating this 

litigation), They prove the absence of any need for any discovery from me for 

such searches to be made now or more than five years ago when I filed my requests. 

These records also establish that some of the Elsur searches required in this 

litigation but still not made were, in fact, made. by the FBI beginning in late 

1977 and continuing thereafter and even then that surveillance information still 

was not provided in this litigation and was not referred to in the FBI declarations 

or interrogatory responses. These records disclosed to the other requester also 

confirm and fortify my allegation that the FBI arranges to be able to claim to 

have made complete searches when it does not and does not intend to. 

3. After receiving a number of requests for electronic surveillance 

information on or about organized crime figures from the House Select Committee 

on Assassinations (HSCA), FBIHQ forwarded its version of these requests to various 

field offices, in the end to quite a number of field offices. Ultimately, HSCA's 

requests for electronic surveillance information included others who figured in 

the assassination investigations. Some of them are pertinent in this litigation, 

like David Ferrie and Jim Garrison. While these records relate to the HSCA's 

requests, the first of the series of FBIHQ communications dated October 13, 1977, 

was designated by its author, who wrote in the name of the director, for but a



    

single file, 62109060. This is the FBIHQ main file on the assassination of 

President Kennedy. This also reflects the FBI's awareness of the pertinence of 

this electronic surveillance information in the assassination investigation. I 

attach this and other pertinent records below where I indicate their significance 

in this litigation, particularly with regard to the FBI's knowledge that it did not 

teed any discovery from me to be able to make the searches it has not yet made, 

and with regard to how FBIHQ phrases requests to assure that resultant searches are 

of known inadequacy and incompleteness. (I have so attested, without denial or 

refutation. ) 

4. I believe that these FBI records leave no doubt about the willfulness 

of the FBI's misrepresentations relating to discovery, especially with regard to 

those persons included in these searches it had already made in Dallas and New 

Orleans, without providing that information to me in this litigation. 

5. The responses to the various surveillance inquiries by this large 

number of field offices disclose many things that are pertinent in this litigation 

and that I have stated without denial or attempted refutation. As stated in my 

July 16, 1983, affidavit, these records establish that the FBI files electronic 

surveillance information outside the appropriate main files. The FBI can still 

retrieve this information immediately by use of its indices. This is established 

by all the field office responses. All but one of the files utilized are not the 

appropriate main file. Most of the field offices use the 66 or admat file as ‘I 

correctly stated beginning four or more years ago and as recently as in my July 16, 

1983, affidavit. Both the Dallas and New Orleans field offices use 66 files for 

such information. Yet with the single exception of the Marina Oswald electronic 

surveillance records, which were withheld after compliance was claimed and were 

disclosed only after I correctly identified them to the appeals office and it



  

directed disclosure, no such files were searched for and no such records were 

processed by either office, not even after I identified with undenied correctness 

such known electronic surveillances as those on Jim Garrison. 

6. Instead of using the main files on the criminals and their activities, 

a few field offices use 62 and 94 files. The first is a "Miscellaneous" file and 

the second has the Orwellian title to which I have attested in the past, "Research 

Matters." It is a catchall file that also is uséd to hide the FBI's media contacts, 

propaganda, lobbying and similar records. 

7. The single and infrequent exception of seemingly proper filing is in 

the 92 file, which is titled "Anti-Racketeering," etc. 

8. The first of the FBIHQ directives, referred to above as designated for 

filing in the main JFK assassination file, was sent to 14 field offices. (Exhibit 1) 

The disclosed records that follow it do not include all the responses. While once 

again the language of this FBIHQ directive appears to be all-inclusive, the responses 

of the field offices reflect the fact that it is not. After HSCA examined the 

information provided by the field offices in response to this initial directive, 

FBIHQ's instructions were more precise and inclusive but all field office responses 

were not. . 

9. Cleveland, for example, stated in its response that it checked both its 

"elsur and general indices." (Exhibit 2) And although in processing these records, 

FBIHQ FOIPA withheld all the names to have been searched, it disclosed these well- 

known names in Exhibit 2 and they are the very names identified in my prior 

affidavits, particularly Carlos Marcello, of near New Orleans. Yet the FBI pretends 

to need discovery with regard to Marcello. 

10. The Los Angeles response (Exhibit 3), however, is limited to "a review 

of the Blsur indices."" Ehis response is further limited, and thus the search was



    

further Limited, to these mobsters as "the subjects of" or as "participants in any 

conversations monitored." This is still further limited to "any lawful Elsur." 

That the FBI engaged in unlawful electronic surveillances is established in 

Congressional hearings and in this litigation in the Marina Oswald bugging. There 

is at least one additional limitation in this search and response. It omits what 

the FBI refers to as "mentions." This means references to them in the conversations 

of others. 

11. The three other mobsters all were involved in the various assassination 

investigations. They are the assassinated Sam Giancana and John Rosselli, involved 

in the CIA's scheming I attested to earlier that convinced President Johnson, as 

it was fed to him by the FBI, that the CIA was involved in the plot to assassinate 

President Kennedy, and Santos Trafficante, of alleged involvement in that plot and 

others testified to at the HSCA's public JFK assassination hearings at which 

Trafficante was a witness. Loran Hall (see my affidavit of July 17, 1983) testified, 

as he had told me and then George Lardner, that he was imprisoned with Trafficante 

in Cuba by Castro. 

12. This Los Angeles response is one of several indicating that main files 

used for electronic surveillances consist, in fact, of numerous main files by 

being broken down by number, in this instance, and by letters in other instances. 

The Los Angeles main file it identifies in Exhibit 3 is 92-6585. But by presenting 

this as "(62-6585 )(14)" Los Angeles indicates that in its 92-6585 classification 

this is the 14th such main file. (The 14 cannot be a serial number because 

serialization follows dispatch of and is part of filing of the communication. The 

serial number is not known when a communication is drafted.) 

13. Detroit (Exhibit 4), which also used a 92 file, 1600, and filed this 

matter in its Subfile 2, reported more of a search. It includes all “other



    

materials,’ ' not merely "communications" and "logs," and it also reported searching 

its “investigative files," neither included in the other exhibits. 

14. St. Louis (Exhibit 5), which uses 66 filing, reviewed what the other 

offices do not report searching, its "Elsur files." This confirms my earlier 

attestation that the FBI has Elsur files and that compliance requires searching 

them. Tt also establishes that the FBI does not need any discovery from me to 

know that it has Elsur files and that search of them is required. 

| 15. Tampa (Exhibit 6), which is where Trafficante lives, limited its 

response to those electronic surveillances in which any of the four mobsters 

participated. This response does not report any search at all of any indices, for 

example. (Tampa also uses a 66 file, 231, and filed this in Subfile 1) 

16. Newark, which also used a 66 file, identified all personnel making 

its searches, as some of the other field offices also did and as the FBI has 

steadfastly refused to do in this litigation. (Exhibit 7) 

17. Cleveland filed another response a week later. (Exhibit 8) It is 

word~for-word identical with Exhibit 2 above except that the period covered is a 

different time and in this response it omitted Marcello's name from those searched. 

18. Boston (Exhibit 9) filed this Elsur information as “Research matters" 

in Sub 7 of a 94 file. Its search was limited to the presence of these four 

mobsters at or participation in overheard telephone conversations. 

19. Tampa filed an additional response a week later (Exhibit 10). In 

processing this record FBIHQ FOIPA asserted three different exemptions, two of 

which at the least cannot be appropriate, to withhold what it also discloses, a 

"misur" or "microphone surveillance" bugging. This, although the FBI persists in 

asserting (b)(2) in such matters, is not in any way “related solely to the 

internal personnel rules and practices of" the FBI, the language of FOIA. It also P g



  

cannot "disclose the identity of a confidential source" (b)(7)(D)) because the 

misur is inanimate, not a person and already "disclosed." 

20. These samples, presented in order of their appearance in the disclosed 

records, reflect wide variation and extensive incompleteness in what was allegedly 

searched by the field offices in response to the same FBIHQ directives. No record 

was disclosed reflecting FBIHQ's displeasure. Its follow-up directive (Exhibit 11), 

which in processing had even the time period covered withheld, includes no protest 

or complaint or additional searching instructions. In an appended note, however, 

"Tt is noted that Carlos Marcello is not included in this expanded request for 

information." Eliminating Marcello is represented as an "expanded request." 

21. To this point not one of these Elsur records contains the designation 

"JUNE." That designation, however, was added to the January 4, 1978, Legal Counsel 

to The Associate’ Director memorandum (Exhibit 12) pertaining to justification for 

the withholding of Warren Commission Document #1359. Although none of the earlier 

disclosed records (and few if any of those that follow) in this release bears the 

JUNE identification, the FBI itself identified all of them as "all 'JUNE' serials" 

pertaining to the HSCA's requests. All JUNE information is not labeled "JUNE" and 

thus searches limited to the word "JUNE,"’ even if they had been made, as they have 

‘not been, would be incomplete searches. This also requires no discovery 

information from me for the FBI to know it. 

22. That still another known and practiced form of electronic surveillance 

was not included in earlier FBIHQ searching instructions is reflected by its 

inclusion in the FBIHQ's additional directive to 10 field offices dated February 

16, 1978. (Exhibit 13) This form is "body recorders," or compact recording 

equipment carried and hidden by. the person doing the recording. 

23. The New Orleans response to the first or October 13, 1977, FBIHQ



    

directive (Exhibit 1) was not teletyped until three days later, October 16. (Exhibit 

14) This response, part of a different serial, states that an Elsur search was 

made and that it included all four mobsters. Its search was limited to whether any 

"were ever subjected to" such surveillance.. The supposed directive is not limited 

to whether these mén were the subjects of such surveillances. Nor, if New Orleans 

intended what it did not say, is it limited to whether they were picked up on any 

Elsur: This response identifies a New Orleans Elsur file not searched in this 

litigation, 66-1230. New Orleans filed a similar and later response the date of 

which is unclear. (Exhibit 15) The searches reported in these two responses are 

not identical. The first (Exhibit 14) is "of the Elsur indices and general indices" 

and the second (Exhibit 15) is of the undescribed “pertinent indices and 

investigative files." Investigative files are not included in the search reported 

in Exhibit 14. "General indices" are not mentioned as included in the search 

reported in Exhibit 15. Exhibit 15 describes the search it reports merely as 

“concerning electronic interceptions," which is vague at best. Both searches are 

attributed to the same SA, Harold V. Hughes. 

24. Both of. these New Orleans responses are filed in New Orleans as 

66-1230. It is not, however, the only admat file New Orleans uses for Elsur 

information, as I show below. It also is pertinent in this litigation, as without 

refutation the case record already reflects. 

25. Philadelphia, which uses its 92 ("Anti-Racketeering") file for this 

Elsur information, responded to FBIHQ's second teletype, that of October 19, without 

detailing its alleged search and with the simple and far from unequivocal statement 

that its "files reflect no monitored calls for Santo Trafficante, Sam Giancana or 

John Rosselli." (Exhibir 16) Fourteen of the 19 lines of this teletype are withheld 

in their entirety under claims to exemptions (b)(2) and (7)(A) and (D). However,
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FBIHQ FOIPA also discloses, albeit in a slightly different mannér, that Philadelphia 

did have pertinent records. This is reflected in the last seven words FBIHQ FOIPA 

did not withhold: "Philadelphia not sending any logs to Bureau." If there are 

pertinent logs then there was pertinent electronic surveillance to be logged. 

Whatever is meant by (or eliminated by) the language “calls for" these three men 

(Marcello was not included), it is evasive because the supposed search was supposedly 

for all information of any kind pertaining to any kind of electronic surveillance. 

26. One of the New York responses in which the entire text of less than 

five typed lines is withheld under "national security" states that its "subject" 

is the HSCA Elsur request. (Exhibit 17) New York filed this electronic surveillance 

record under a 190 classification. The 190 classification is titled "Freedom of 

Information/Privacy Acts." Under this classification this record is in the first 

file, 190-1. It is not probable that for two years after FOIA was amended so large 

a field office as New York did not have a single record to file under FOIPA. This 

suggests that the 190-1 file has a special pyrpose having nothing to do with FOIPA. 

The subject matter of this record is electronic surveillance, not Freedom of 

Information requests. This, too, represents the kind of tricky and inappropriate 

filing that can easily frustrate a search limited to either Elsur file numbers or 

those under which records pertaining to the committee are filed. This kind of 

filing, which is not uncommon, enables the FBI to attest that it searched the 

appropriate files and found nothing even though it has this existing record the 

existence and location of which are recorded in the indices. 

27. On February 23, 1978, four months after the initial requests for 

searches, Detroit responded to an FBIHQ communication of five days earlier related 

to another HSCA list of such surveillances. (Exhibit 18) Detroit stated merely 

that it could "locate no record that it ever conducted electronic surveillances



    

pertaining to'' those listed. As stated above; this is a vague and evasive response 

which falls short of stating that Detroit has no records of any form of electronic 

surveillance in which any of the listed persons was overheard or referred to. 

28. Dallas responded on February 28. (Exhibit 19) The first page identifies 

the subject as HSCA Elsurs and lists six numbered records enclosed. In each 

instance there is the same withholding of these file numbers by obliteration ("L. 

Two copies of (obliterated.)" etc.) . The identical phony (b)(2) and (7)(D) claims 

are asserted for each withholding. The second page begins by stating in its first 

sentence that each of these six enclosures is of "material pertaining to electronic 

surveillance concerning (sic) Marina Oswald." (See also Paragraphs 53ff. and 

Exhibit 35) And the Dallas reference number on the first page is 66-1313, which is 

the number for that wiretap. (The illegal bugging is 66-1313A.) So, at best the 

FBI is withholding under these phony claims what it disclosed to me in this.and in 

other litigation. Moreover, in its record of copies at the bottom of the first 

page, Dallas discloses that it has at least one other admat file pertaining to 

Elsur records. It is 66-499, and that file is not searched and not accounted for 

in this litigation. (These are obviously phony claims because neither Marina Oswald 

nor electronic surveillance of her has anything to do with “the internal personnel 

practices" of the FBI, and this exemption requires that what is withheld be 

"related solely" to them; and because even if the false pretense of the FBI, that 

its electronic surveillances are animate "confidential sources," in this instance 

they have not been "confidential" for more than five years, and the requirement for 

withholding under (7)(D) is that there be something to "disclose," the first word 

of the exemption. ) 

29. The St. Louis response of the same day (Exhibit 20) states that the 

17 listed organized crime figures "have not been the subject of electrénic 

10



surveillance" by it. There were 18 men on the list sent by FBIHQ. St. Louis 

located and forwarded logs and transcripts of surveillance on one but FBIHQ FOIPA 

withheld his name under claims to (b)(7)(A) and (C). As will be seen (see Paragraphs 

31 and 34 below), these are phony claims, as on the face making a "privacy" claim 

for the name of a prominent member of organized crime appears to be. St. Louis also 

used an admat file for this filing, 66-2473. 

30. New York, which used 92 ('Anti~Racketeer ing”). for its filing and filed 

this in "#201" file of File 4564 in this 92 classification, states that this list 

was of 18 names. (Exhibit 21) It states that 12 of these 18 were not ever a "target" 

of such surveillances by it. FBIHQ FOIPA withheld the name of one mafia type under 

privacy claim although it also disclosed his name elsewhere. New York provided 

copies of the records it located to FBIHQ. All pertinent information about what 

was sent is withheld under the same three claims, including the one relating "solely" 

to FBI internal "personnel" practices. (This does not mean, of course, that Anthony 

("Tough Tony"). Accardo or any of the others listed were closet FBI agents or 

informers, which is suggested by the FBI's spurious (b)(2) claim.) New York, in 

explaining discrepancies on the second page, confirms what I stated in earlier 

affidavits about FBI logs, that they are merely brief summaries made by the "monitors:' 

of the surveillances and do not include all information taped and/or overheard. 

31. Las Vegas' response (Exhibit 22), also an admat filing (66-351), 

includes a list of all 18 names. Comparison of this list with St. Louis' 

(Paragraph 29, Exhibit 20) reveals that the name FBIHQ FOIPA withheld from the St. 

Louis list is that of Nick Civella, who is hardly unheard-of or unpublicized in 

connection with organized crime. (The New York response does not include a list 

but in it, Exhibit 20, FBIHQ FOIPA did not withhold Civella's name from the body of 

‘that communication.) 
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32. In sending further instructions to 26 listed field offices on April 

27, 1978 (Exhibit 23), FBIHQ confirmed what I stated in earlier affidavits, that it 

has records of such field office surveillances and thus, if Phillips and his 

associates had made any effort, they could easily have determined whether the 

Dallas or New Orleans offices had pertinent Elsur (JUNE) information. “Exhibit 23 

states, "A review of the Elsur indices at FBI Headquarters indicates that receiving 

officeshave one or more of the individuals named in the HSCA request of 4/14/78." 

This indicates that FBIHQ's Elsur indices indicate whether the field offices have 

surveillance information on individuals who are indexed. 

(Exhibit 24), 

33. The Atlanta response of May 8, 1978/ its file 66-825, another of those 

"administrative matters" filings of electronic surveillance records, discloses 

existence of still another pertinent 66 file in that office for a specified purpose, 

contrel: “Atlanta control file, 66-285-857." All three numbers refer to file 

identification, not an individual serial within 66-285. This indicates that the 

control file is broken down further if not also elaborately. (My July 16, 1983, 

affidavit shows how the FBI makes pretendedly complete searches for all information 

requested, in that case by order of the attorney general and for all electronic 

surveillance information of any kind related to Dr. *artin Luther King, Jr., and . 

arranges in advance to avoid much of the known and existing information, particularly 

the many tapes and notes of these surveillances. I also stated that a file 

classification not searched by the field offices because it was not listed by 

FBIHQ is the 66 file classification, although the FBI knew that it hid such 

information in 66 files. Atlanta, where Dr. King lived, was a major repository 

for the results, including tapes, of those surveillances, that were not inventoried 

in its response. Atlanta did not make any reference to its 66 files in its 

response. Neither did any of the other field offices herein disclosed as using 
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66 files for such purposes. The information I present in this affidavit, which 

was not available to me when I prepared my July 16, 1983, affidavit, confirms what 

I state therein, including that the FBI required no discovery or any other kind of 

information to make the searches in this litigation that it still has not made.) 

34. Another St. Louis response, of May 10, 1978 (Exhibit 25), lists 81 names 

searched for Elsurs for HSCA. (Also filed 66-2473.) Although a number of names are 

withheld, that of Nick Civella is not withheld. This indicates that FBI claims to 

exemptions, as I have alleged, often are baseless and frivolous or, in the brief 

time required to process perhaps a dozen pages of records, FBI concern for his 

"privacy" or prosecution just vaporized. All these 81 names are not those of 

organized crime figures. A number of persons who figured in the assassination 

investigation without such connections, like David Ferrie and Jim Garrison, also 

are included. 

35. Chicago sent a 17-page response on May 10, 1978, of which I attach the 

first page only as Exhibit 26. Its file is Sub 20 of 92-350, indicating the large 

number of subfiles devoted to electronic surveillances of this classification. In 

the second paragraph Chicago refers to its Elsur indices in the plural, stating that 

"all Chicago Elsur" indices. Under the names of the organized crime Lt searched 

figures who follow in this Chicago response additional and lettered. subfiles of 

this surveillance file are identified, through the letter "E". They, in turn, 

have numbered sub-subfiles. Within subfile E there are other individual sub-subfiles 

identified by the addition of a number. The highest number posted in this response: 

is for sub-subfile E-350. 

36. Another New Orleans Elsurs response, this one its teletype of May 11, 

‘1978 (Exhibit 27), is from a different surveillance information admat file, 66-2878. 

It also identifies two clerks who assisted SA Hughes in these Elsur searches. None 
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of these three New Orleans FBI employees who have this knowledge and experience 

provided any attestation to any Elsur searches in this litigation although it is 

apparent from the long list that they made searches for Elsur information that is 

relevant in this litigation. 

37. When Philadelphia sent its pertinent information to FBIHQ on May 18, 

1978 (page 1 only attached as Exhibit 28), in addition to the 92-2080 file for its 

electronic surveillance information, it provided records from five subfiles of 

four other 92 main files. This is another indication of the extent of FBI Elsurs 

and the care taken in filing such information for convenient and rapid retrieval. 

In turn, this also indicates the ease with which searches can be made, although in 

this litigation they still have not been made. Philadelphia electronic surveillance 

of one of the mobsters listed in the earlier lists, the late Angelo Bruno, disclosed 

a threat against President Kennedy that the FBI did not disclose to the Warran 

Commission or to me. However, the FBI did provide a transcript to a reporter 

whose account was widely published and thus this threat is well-known. (This 

‘disclosure to another requester does not include any of the identified and forwarded 

Elsur information. ) 

38. Detroit's May 18, 1978, response begins with a numbered list of 81 

persons plus an unknown number of other names not numbered and withheld. (First 

three of 11 pages attached as Exhibit 29.) This list, like Exhibit 25, includes 

a number of persons who figured in the New Orleans investigations, like David 

Ferrie and Jim Garrison. The body of the response identified low-numbered 92 

files as Elsur files. It forwarded copies of electronic surveillance “transcripts 

located in Detroit Elsur files 92-217, 92-218, 92-228, 92-428, 92-441, 92-447, 

92-561..." This again indicates that the field offices have Elsur files they can 

locate and search readily, as had not been done in this litigation but as I stated 

14
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was possible. This kind of information and the other information recorded in 

these field office responses, together with the FBIHQ knowledge also reflected, 

leaves it without doubt that no discovery is necessary for the unmade searches to 

be made and that the FBI knew this when it demanded unnecessary discovery in this 

litigation. 

39. While most of the listed persons have major organized ‘crime connections, 

this is not true of all persons listed and even where it is true, they are persons 

who figured in the investigations within my requests. Some had contact with Jack 

Ruby, who murdered the accused assassin, Oswald, when Oswald was in police 

custody. One was arrested as a suspect at the scene of the assassination and at 

the time of the assassination. The Marcello brothers in New Orleans figure in the 

FBI's main assassination files despite the FBI's failure to investigate any 

association with the assassination. Two others listed were connected with a Cuban 

training camp near New Orleans that the FBI raided. (It was on the property of 

one of these two.) There was an FBI investigation of this camp, filed in a main 

assassination file. Oswald is associated with that in the FBI's own disclosed 

records and in the Warren Commission Report and published and unpublished evidence. 

Another man was connected with a Ruby trip to Cdba and had other associations with ° 

him. Another, a former FBI special agent and former CIA officer, set up the CIA's 

attempt to assassinate Castro which the FBI itself persuaded President Johnson 

involved the CIA ina conspiracy to assassinate President Kennedy. (I attached 

an FBI account of this to an earlier affidavit and the FBI has been silent about 

it since.) Another, who has a Long criminal record, had some 25 offenses excused 

by the Department when it used him to trap Jimmy Hoffa. (The New Orleans FBI has 

Garrison electronic surveillance information in a main file on him, disclosed to 

me in other litigation in which SAs John N. Phillips and Clifford Anderson are 

case supervisors. ) 

15



    

40. There are inconsistencies in the processing of these two cited lists. 

What is not withheld on one is withheld on the other. Likewise, what is not stated 

in one is stated in the other. For example, in Exhibit 29 there is the listing of 

"DAVID W. FERRIE, with nothing added after his name. But in Exhibit 25 it appears, 

“DAVID W. FERRIE, Louisiana and Florida." Nothing disclosed to me in this 

litigation reflects any FBI Ferrie records connecting him with Florida. This also 

indicates that the information Anderson sought to lead this Court to believe was 

destroyed still exists and after the time of alleged destruction was provided ‘to 

those field offices which received the list of names to check for Elsurs. As I 

attested earlier, without refutation, the FBI had a neutrality act file on Ferrie. 

As I have also attested, it leaked some of this information to a private person 

with whom it had what I referred to as a "cozy" arrangement. I have seen this FBI 

leaked information and it does connect Ferrie with suspected neutrality act 

violation in Florida. This information is within my requests and remains withheld. 

A similar situation obtains with Jim Garrison. His name only is in Exhibit 29 and 

it has "Louisiana and Nevada" added after it in Exhibit 25. Based on the records 

disclosed, there is no accounting of how the St. Louis office had this additional 

information, but it is accurate with regard to these two and others and it is 

pertinent. 

41. I am not suggesting and I do not believe that there is an organized 

crime involvement in the assassination of President Kennedy. But this is not the 

basis of pertinence. My requests are not in terms of the assassination, the FBI's 

fabrication. They are in terms of the investigations of the assassination, which 

is entirely different. There is no doubt about pertinence in the investigations, 

as to a degree I indicate above. 

42. There are 71 names listed and numbered in Exhibit 29, the Detroit 
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response to FBIHQ's April 27, 1978, directive. However, the San Francisco response 

of nine days later (first page only attached as Exhibit 30) refers to these names 

as totaling 97. (This is also another case of electronic surveillance filings as 

an admat, in 66-672B.) 

43. A Los Angeles response to a later FBIHQ directive (Exhibit 31) 

confirms (on page 2) what I state above and have stated earlier, that the FBI's 

Elsur indices include more than just "subjects" of Elsurs. Also included are 

"mentions" and "overhears." This response also refers to "the 'June' designation" 

as a category of electronic surveillances which "may necessitate special handling." 

44. Another of these disclosed records (Exhibit 32) not provided to me in 

this litigation confirms what I stated earlier, without refutation, that the FBI 

keeps records of its destructions of records. San Francisco had repofted not being 

able to locate 92-2199*. On June 22 it sent FBIHQ form notification that "San 

Francisco file 92-2199* that-was unavailable for the first review as (sic) been 

located on the San Francisco destruction list." 

45. While all the records in this disclosure to another are identified by 

the FBI itself as "JUNE SERIALS" only, some are not of this description. Several 

are Los Angeles reports to FBIHQ of the Garrison investigation period pertaining 

to alleged threats against President Kennedy by Carlos Marcello. The language of 

one of these, FBIHQ 92-9927-2 (Exhibit 33), includes a report to the FBI "that 

CARLOS MARCELLO was planning on killing President KENNEDY." This report concludes 

with an FBI gem of an explanation to author Ed Reid for not trusting the info+mation 

given him by an FBI informer: "It was again pointed out to REID that BECKER had 

been interviewed by Bureau Agents in November 1972 concerning the BILLIE SOL ESTES 

case, but had not mentioned the reported conversation or statements allegedly made 

by Marcello on 9/11/63, (almost a year later) at Churchill Farms, New Orleans." 
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46. Los Angeles addressed this series of reports to FBIHQ's "Crime Records" 

Division, which handled the FBI's propaganda, leaking and Lobbying before, during 

and after the Garrison period. This special routing in itself reflects JFK 

assassination and Garrison investigation pertinence and thus pertinence in this 

litigation. 

‘ 47. Records of this description can be and have been embarrassing to the 

FBI. One of the files in which such information is hidden is "94. Research 

Matters." There has been no search of 94 field office files that are included in 

the indices and, if incorrectly and inadequately, are noted on the search slips 

provided. My appeals identifying these files and records remain ignored, as does 

the information I provided in my affidavits. Here the FBI's determination not to 

search and not to comply is obvious and long-standing. It is obvious that no 

discovery is necessary for the FBI to be able to make the searches it has not made 

or for it to provide the information it did locate and has not provided. (See also 

following Paragraphs. ) | 

48. Another of these records, while given a Marcello caption by New 

Orleans, actually is really on Ferrie. (Exhibit 34) It is in New Orleans File 

46-1731, which has not been searched. Attached to it is a "letterhead memorandum 

reflecting background information relative to the obtaining of letters by the New 

Orleans Police Department which relate to captioned subject and background 

information regarding DAVID W. FERRIE." This vague reference to what is already 

in the case record in this litigation is to the theft of letters relating to 

Marcello's defense in a federal criminal case from Ferrie's apartment by the New 

Orleans Police Department, which provided them to the FBI (the Comstock matter). 

It is beyond question that this represents the kind of information the FBI would 

be certain to be able to retrieve. Yet it is not’ included on the New Orleans 
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Ferrie search slip touted and sworn by the FBI to represent "exhaustive" searching. 

The only records noted on this Ferrie search slip are in the main assassination 

and Oswald files and a 94 or "Research Matters" file that, as I state above and 

stated earlier without denial, is used for the FBI's leaking, media contacts and 

propaganda and other non-research matters like its use by Los Angeles for Elsur 

records. (Exhibit -31). Garrison and Ruby are also in that same 94 file. In some 

instances all three are on the same pages, yet all was withheld as allegedly- 

irrelevant under a request for all records on the persons who figured in the 

investigation. 

49. That the FBI can admit that Garrison, Ferrie and Ruby are all in its 

same 94 file, in some instances on the same pages, and can still claim irrelevance, 

boggles the mind. There is no possible way in which all these three can appear 

together in FBI records except in connection with the assassination and its 

investigations. This also reflects the FBI's determination not to comply even 

when inadequate and incomplete searches disclose the existence of clearly relevant 

- if also embarrassing - information. In this regard, I had already provided this 

information and more prior to the FBI's demand for discovery and it entirely 

ignored the completely accurate information I provided. This proves the Lack of 

need for discovery and the FBI's determination not to comply, even after I provided 

the very information it pretends it needs by discovery. 

50. (The Dallas Ruby search slip includes five different pages of two 

different 94 files. It claims they were destroyed a few days before I filed my 

request. There has been no response to my statement that when such information is 

destroyed the FBI records where else it is available and retrievable and that it 

still is available but remains withheld.) 

51. The Garrison search slip provided in this litigation also lists him 
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as indexed to one of the New Orleans admat files used for these electronic 

surveillances, 66-1230, but that also was withheld by the FBI as allegedly 

"irrelevant." Consistently, he also is in at least one 92 file that includes 

Marcello and, although not noted, Ferrie and that also is allegedly "irrelevant" 

in an all-inclusive request. . 

52. With regard to the widespread use of 66 files by the field offices 

. for what amounts to hiding electronic surveillance information under the inappropriate 

‘ at least three other field offices classification of “Administrative Matters,' 

engage in this practice, Birmingham (66-2280), Memphis (66-823) and Washington 

(66-779 sub G). | 
53. With regard to Exhibit 19, the Dallas reporting of electronic 

surveillance searches pertaining to Marina Oswald, I was certain that I would 

recall it if what is now disclosed to another requester had been disclosed to me 

in the Dallas 89-43 file to which a.copy. was directed. So I checked that Dallas 

file as disclosed to me. This record is Serial 10303. The phony claims to withhold 

information on the first page that would have established unjustifiable withholding 

of the relevant are identical with those made in Exhibit 19. However, on its 

second page (Exhibit 35), what was disclosed to this other requester was withheld 

from me under claim to (b)(7)(E), which exempts what would "disclose investigative 

techniques or procedures." (Emphasis added) From the legislative history of FOIA 

and from decisions I have read this exemption is intended to apply only to secret 

techniques and procedures. Otherwise, no "disclosure" would be involved. 

54. What was withheld from me under claim to Exemption E and disclosed to 

“this other requester is: 

The above enclosures set forth communications, logs, or other 

Materials pertaining to electronic surveillances concerning 
MARINA OSWALD. 
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..-None of the individuals named in the request, other than 
MARINA OSWALD, have ever been the "subject" of electronic 
surveillance of any kind, including wiretaps, microphone, or 
consensual telephone and body recorders on the basis of the 
indices check and file review conducted by the Dallas Office. 

The only real purpose served by this inappropriate claim to exemption in this 

litigation was to attempt to continue to hide and withhold the Marina Oswald 

Elsur records. (Dallas restricted its searches to the listed persons as the 

"subject" of electronic surveillances. This eliminates most entries in the Elsur 

indices, all references to those overheard and mentioned. ) 

55. Similarly, there is an apparent purpose served by withholding under 

privacy claim the names of the FBI Dallas personnel who made the searches: to hide 

who could attest of first-person knowledge instead of the secondhand specialist, 

FBIHQ SA John N. Phillips. With regard to SA Udo H. Specht, whose name was withheld 

throughout under this privacy claim, as I stated, without denial, he was at the 

very time in a public role in the Dallas office and thus had no privacy to protect. 

I believe the FBI did not want to disclose that he participated in the indices 

search and made file reviews and thus knew of pertinent information withheld in 

this litigation. 

56. The organized crime figures whose names are withheld under privacy 

claim also had no privacy to protect. Again, this "privacy" withholding served to 

hide the existence of electronic surveillance and more. This "privacy" withholding 

also hid the fact that Steve Magaddino is included in the Dallas Ruby file, 44-1639, 

and thus is pertinent to my request. This is the information that was withheld 

allegedly to "protect" Magaddino's "privacy." 

57. That the FBI uses the nonsecret technique of electronic surveillance 

is well known and officially acknowledged, so there could have been nothing to 

protect legitimately under the spurious claim to Exemption C or under Exemption E. 
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58. It is the FBI's pretense that it requires the information I have 

pertaining to Carlos Marcello (among others), a top capo in what it refers to as 

"LCN" (for la cosa nostra) in its records. Depending on which version of its 

pretenses is addressed, this allegedly is either so it can demonstrate that it has 

complied and thus “defend” itself or so that it can make the searches I stated have 

not been made. Using Marcello as an example, I believe the exhibits I attach, 

consisting of assassination-related FBI Marcello searches (albeit limited searches) 

for HSCA, demonstrate the pertinence of Marcello to my requests. (These searches 

were limited to Elsur material and in the periods of time covered.) While I believe 

that these, the FBI's own records, demonstrate bad faith, there is more that I 

remembered while drafting this affidavit. 

59. Both the New Orleans Field Office and FBIHQ connected all the Marcellos 
  

later searched to provide information to HSCA with the assassination. It did this 

the very day of the crime. Thereafter it provided that information to the Warren 

Commission. Under FBI procedures, the field offices sent information to FBIHQ and 

FBIHQ, not the field offices, decided what would be given to the Warren Commission 

as pertinent. 

60. I had a second interest in the FBI record I repeat verbatim below. It ~ 

fascinated me that the FBI eliminated Ferrie's name from this FD-302 investigative 

report of the New Orleans Office. 

61. The record I quote is not from any Marcello file. It has but a single 

New Orleans file number on it, 89-69, that of its main assassination file. The 

since-retired SA who wrote the report, who is one of those who interviewed Ferrie 

and was assigned to the assassination investigation from the outset, is Regis L. 

Kennedy. SA Kennedy knew Ferrie well. He knew that Ferrie was investigator for 

one of Marcello's lawyers (G. Wray Gill) in the unsuccessful deportation case not 
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identified in SA Kennedy's report. He knew also that Ferrie had been arrested as 

a suspect in the assassination by Jim Garrison on November 25, 1963, three days after 

the assassination, after Ferrie returned to New Orleans, which he had left almost 

the moment he heard of the charges against Oswald. (Ferrie had been in the Civil 

Air Patrol with Oswald, a matter the New Orleans FBI managed to fudge over in its 

investigative reports. The FBI investigated Ferrie's actions and travels that 

weekend as part of its assassination investigation.) Immediately after his arrest, 

Ferrie was interviewed by the FBI. While I do not now recall whether SA Kennedy 

was one of those agents, I do recall that soon thereafter SA Kennedy took a signed 

statement from Ferrie. I have a copy of it from the Commission's files. Both the 

New Orleans FBI and its SA Kennedy were well aware of Ferrie's arrest as a suspect 

and of reasons to suspect he had an Oswald connection before SA Kennedy dictated 

his report on his observation the very day, almost the moment of the assassination. 

| 62. Iwas fascinated when I first saw this Kennedy report in the Commission 

records because it connects all the Marcellos with at least suspicion of involvement 

in the crime and it places them in the FBI's investigation file. Because my copy 

is not clear, although I attach it as Exhibit 36, I quote it in full: 

On November 22, 1963, SA REGIS L. KENNEDY was in United States 

District Court, New Orleans, Louisiana, at the trial of CARLOS 

MARCELLO and JOSEPH MARCELLO, who had been charged with Fraud 

Against the Government. During the A.M. and P.M. sessions of the 

trial on this date, SA KENNEDY observed VINCENT JOSEPH MARCELLO, 

a brother of CARLOS and JOSEPH MARCELLO, at the trial. 

63. As defense investigator, Ferrie was in attendance, along with SA 

Kennedy, at the Marcello trial. 

64. How SA Kennedy managed not to include Ferrie in this report I cannot 

explain. However, because this report was for the assassination file and it only, 

in SA Kennedy's judgment, confirmed by both the New Orleans FBI and FBIHQ, it is 

obvious that the FBI needs no discovery from me to determine pertinence. Or for 
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assistance in the search not made. Or to be able to prove an untruth, that it 

made this search and that I can help prove it. All are stated purposes of the 

"discovery." 

65. As I stated earlier, the FBI's answers to my interrogatories relating 

to electronic surveillance are incompetent, evasive, misleading, nonresponsive and 

not accidentally so. I stated earlier, also without denial, that I knew the FBI 

had electronic surveillance information on Garrison. (Not all of it was by the 

FBI, but who did the surveilling is immaterial if, as it does, the FBI has this 

information.) The FBI pretends it requires discovery from me for its different 

stated purposes ~ or at least those of its counsel because the FBI has not provided 

any attestation relating to any need for-discovery. Why the FBI did not provide 

any such attestation, as I stated earlier, is now obvious in these records disclosed 

to another while withheld from me. The FBI knows very well that it has electronic 

surveillance information relating to Garrison and its recently disclosed records 

prove it. Some is exactly where I stated in my July 16, 1983, affidavit it would 

be found. Once the so-called New Orleans search slips, phony as they are, were 

provided, with their inclusion of a 66 file in which the FBI has this information, 

it became too dangerous for anyone to swear that the FBI does not have any such 

information. Instead, after falsely claiming irrelevance, there is the false 

pretense to the need to "discover" me - so I can tell the FBI what it knows its 

own records tell it. 

65. Each of my recent affidavits was triggered by an accident. FBI counsel 

triggered a few himself, as in making it necessary for me to check my Ronnie Caire 

appeals by his refusal of compliance with regard to Caire, despite the hoariness 

of my original Caire appeal that is still not complied with. (Among them also, as 

my earlier affidavits reflect, including with the attachment of the FBI's own 
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records, is my ancient and ignored David Ferrie appeal.) A journalist's inquiry 

triggered another. Disclosure of records to others, including those attached to 

this affidavit, did the same. The FBI's response to all of it is no response - 

total silence, total failure to address the evidence I present in any way. It is” 

unchallenged, it is accurate, and each time I am required to make a search, it 

becomes clear that it is understated. The FBI does not respond because it cannot 

respond. Instead, it indulges in trickery and false pretense, that it needs 

discovery from me. It does not and it knows it does not. 

66. The FBI knows that there is no "discovery" that can prove the Marcello 

and other such searches it did not make were made, or were not relevant. There is 

no discovery from me that can prove that it has no electronic surveillance 

information - a matter it was instructed to address by this Court - when it ‘has 

and was merely dishonest about it. There is no discovery from me that can prove 

that the inclusion of Jim Garrison in the New Orleans electronic surveillance file 

66-1230 can prove he is not included in it, whether or not he is included also 

elsewhere. Without contradiction he is, at the very least in a case in which two 

of the FBI's affiants in this litigation are in supervisory roles. There is no 

discovery from me that can prove the FBI does not use at best strange filing for 

its electronic surveillance information so it can be hidden on searches limited to 

main files, as I show in this, my preceding and earlier affidavits. There is no 

discovery from me that can prove that the FBI does not have detailed Elsur and other 

appropriate indices it has simply refused to search when its own records leave no 

doubt at all about this - its own records contemporaneous with this litigation. 

There is no discovery from me that can prove its Elsur indices do not include others 

than those it regards as the "subjects" of surveillances, like those it refers to 

as "mentions" and "overhears," when its ow records certify to its knowledge that 

they do. 
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67. These electronic surveillance and Marcello matters are merely 

illustrations, of which there are many, that the FBI is and has been proceeding in. 

bad faith; that it knows it requires no discovery from me; that it knows it has 

not made the many searches not made and required for compliance; that it knows I 

cannot in any way help it defend itself by proving that it did what it knows very 

well that it did not do - that it did not do deliberately. I have provided 

innumerable illustrations of this recently and throughout this litigation, without 

refutation. 

68. Dallas has not yet made any searches to comply with my requests and 

the FBI knows it. Its only searches are in partial compliance with appeals office 

directives. New Orleans has provided phony search slips that were not and could 

not have been prepared in this litigation, which they predate by a year, and the 

FBI knows -this, too. The FBI has and withholds as irrelevant what is without 

question relevant, and the FBI also knows this - knew this when it decided to use 

those preexisting phony search slips instead of making searches:to respond to my 

requests and then labeled what is relevant as irrelevant because it was already 

posted on its preexisting (and unoriginal) search slips. There is no way discovery 

from me can disprove what is, without refutation, already proven inthe case 

record. The case record also reflects that the FBI knows this. 

Oe ae 

~ HAROLD WEISBERG 
  

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this 22nd day of July 1983 Deponent Harold Weisberg has appeared 
and signed this affidavit, first having sworn that the statements made therein are 

3. 
true. 

NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR 
FREDERICK COUNTY, MAR 
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LIST OF EXHIBITS 

Exhibit No. Paragraph Page 

1 8 4 
2 9 4 

3 10 4 

4 13. 5 

5 14 6 

6 15 6 

7 16 6 

8 17 6 

9 18 6 

10 19 6 

ll 20 7 

12 21 7 

13 22 7 

14 23 8 

15 23 8 

16 25° 8 

17 26 9 

18 27 9 

19 28 10 

20 29 10 

21 30 il 

22 31 1L 

23 32 12 

24 33 12 

25 34 13 

26 35 13 

27 36 13 
28 37 14 

29 38 14 

30 42 17 

31 430 17 

32 4d 17 

33 45 17 

34 48 18 

35 53 20 
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_ Fa X. KANE ON OCTOBER 19, 1977, FOR‘ALL INFORMATION m4 

. 23 MAY 17 Sig (STAINED BY THE FBI THROUGH ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE ie 

| FROM OCTOBER 1, 1963, TO DECEMBER 31, 1963- + 

: NO COMMUNICATIONS, LOGS, OR OTHER MATERIALS | 

CONTAINED IN DETROIT INVESTIGATIVE FILES OR INDICES REGARDING 

ABOVE SUBJECTS FOR INSTANT PERIOD. | 

‘at ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED | 
EREIHIS UNCLASSIFIED. 8°! nS 
DATE a-I1-84 BYSpS@Te1OMe oF 
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* NITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ( SELECT COMMITTEE ON a . i; 

2 

wd . 3 

ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA), ELSUR, BUDED: OCTOBER 25, 1977,— 31¢tl Ps 
oO _— a 3 

2 RE BUREAU TELETYPES TO LOS ANGELES OCTOBER 13 AND 19, 1977s. £ 

z ‘eae 
= A REVIEW OF ST. LOUIS ELSUR FILES REFLECTS NO ONE IDENTIFIABLE 4 4 

   
WITH SANTOS TRAFFICANTE, SAM GIANCANA, CARLOS MARCELLO, AND JOHR™ . 

rae (} 

P
e
e
 

ROSSELLI WERE THE SUBJECTS OF, PRESENT AT, OR PARTICIPANTS IN ee 

CONVESSATIONS MOLITORED BY ELSUR IN ST. LOUIS. ELSUR COVERAGE WAS 

NOT CONDNCTED ON ANY PREMISES OF WHICH THEY WERE THE OWNER, LEASEE, 

OR LICENSEE. 

ELSuR FILES REFLECT GIANCANA'S NAME WAS MENTIONED ON ONE 

OCCASION, SEPTEMBER 12, 1963, BUT HE WAS NOT MONITORED OR 

INTERCEPTED, Shh, EEBEB: nee Ea- / i954 BSE. 

SA ROBERT Js wILKISOW CONDUCTED Berev OF ST. LOUIS ELSuR FILES. : 

eT ALE tHeORATION CONTAINED 
BEREIN 1S UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE Ac-RA_SYSPSAaBHOM 
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RE BUTEL, OCTOBER 13, ITM” ie | 

NO ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCES, rcLup1¥a THOSE ELECTROWIG 

- SURVE LLANCES IN WHICH ONE OF THE PARTICIPANTS FURNISHED See % 

CONSENT, WERE CONDUCTED AT TAMPA DURING THE PeH top OCTOBER 1, ‘3 of § a 
fi) i? 

1963 TO DECEMBER 51, 1963 wed, sarod TRAFFICANTE, SAM 

GIANCANA, CARLOS MARCELLO OR JOHN ROSSELLI WERE INTERCEPTED —— va 
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a TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

= rRom: «SAC, WEWARK (66-1356) (P) - 

SUBJECT: UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Y SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA), 
—- alee er 

—— = UR 

—— (BUDED, 10/25/77) 
- 

. 
. . 

mt 

*. . 

. 
wy . 

: 

at 

7 we . yee p | so ne: Bureau teletype, 10/13/77. 

In response to referenced teletyre, all individuals 

searched through elsur indices and general indices are negative — 

on all referenced elsur surveillance from 10/1/63-12/31/63. 

“. . Hewark employee conducting elsur request is WANCT 

wat WALLACE, Clerk, GS-0301-04-77-NK-197, PO Box 1158, Mewark, MJ, 

of 07101, and search verified by Supervisor SA WAYNE P. COMER, 

. Criminal Squad #9 ~PQ-Bogr 1158, Newark, NJ, 07101. 
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SELECT COMMITTEE on 

| ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA), ELSUR, BUDED OCTOBER 25, 19776 

Fe BuRead TELETYPE, OCTOBER 19, ase tt eel”: 

CLEVELAND ELSUR ‘AND GENERAL INDICES, AS CHECKED BY sa 8 x oA stalk 
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a “ soKn J. JUREY, REFLECT no ELECTRONIC "SURVETLLANCE Dune 
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SELECT COMMITTEE Ox 

ASSASSINAT IONS CHSCA) 3 ELSUR; BUWWED: OCTOBER 28, 13977 
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RE BUREAU TELETYPES, OCTOBER 15 AW 19, 13977. 

SANTOS TRAFFICANTE, San GLANCANAs ‘CARLOS MARCELLO AND JOHN 
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S yNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SELECT COMMITTEE | on 4 

x ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA), ELSUS $ BUDED “ocTOBeR 26, TT. * - 

ae RE BUTELS, OCTOBER 13 AND 19, 1917p tans TEL, OCTOBER ve 

i - 1977. | . o a fe | fA : 

= WO ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCES, INCLUDING THOSE ELectroste” 

eo SyRVEILLANCES. 18 WHICH ONE OF THE PARTIC PANTS FURNISHED: a 4 

F CONSEAT, WERE CONDUCTED AT TAMPA DURING KE. PERzoD JANUARY, tee Ve eee 
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     TRAFFICANTE INTERCEPTED DURING THE PERIOD THE MISUR WAS 

OPERATIONAL , AND IT WAS DISCONTISUED DUE TO Lacx OF PRODUCTIVITY: og 
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NEWARK (PRIORITY) 

MIAMI (PRIORITY) 

PHILADELPHIA (PRIORITY) 

NEW ORLEANS (PRIORITY) 

CHICAGO (PRIORITY) 

DETROIT (PRIORITY) 

BOSTON (PRIORITY) 

WEW YORK (PRIORITY) 

gt. LOUIS (PRIORITY) 

CLEVELAND (PRIORITY) 
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Mr. Mintz oe 

(Attn: Mr. Coulson) 
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PAGE ‘TWO, EPTO 

o ALL RECEIVING OFFICES ARS INSTRUCTED TO THOROUGHLY REVIEW - 

| PERTINENT INDICES AND INVESTIGATIVE FILES AND RETRIEVE ALL . 

seh COMMUNICATIONS, LOGS, OR OTHER MATERIAL PERTAINING TO. = 5 

* ELECTRONIC SURVSILLANCES, INCLUDING THOSZ ELECTRONIC Tg 

‘ SURVEILMANC?S IN WAICH ONE OF THE PARTICIPANTS FURNISHED | 

CONSENT, THAT clAY Be AVAILABLE POR THE ADDITIONAL SPECIFIED 

PERIOD O:7 THE THROES ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUALS. FURNISH TWO. 

LESIBLE COPIES OF ALL RETRIEVABLE MATERIAL. _ IDENTIFY ANY 

  

INPORMATION CONTAINED IN RETRIEVED HATERIAL WHICH MUST BE 

* PROTECTSD AND REASONS FOR SAMZ. ANY CLASSIFIED MATERIALS ARE 

if TOBE SUITABLY FORWARDED. SUBMIT NAME OF AGENT PREPARING» 

se MATERIAL AND HAVE MATERIAL REACH FBIHQ BY CLOSE af 

ocropEn 28, 1977. IF UNABLE TO HEET NEW DEAOLINE, ADVISE rag 

  

IMMEDIATELY, ATTENTION: ORGANIZED CRIME SECTION. 
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rae 

““warcello is not included in this expanded request | for 
  

information. Bureau efforts in response to this request vit 

be coordinated by the Organized Crime Section, Criminal 7 

Investigative Division, Congressional Inquiry unit, special | 

i. 

“he he : 
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ity. § 
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Investigative Division, Legal Liaison and Congressional Attaizs 

Unit, and Legal Counsel Division. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

. M emorandum 

_Taom Legal coun ar 
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{SUBJECT: © HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS 

= = PURPOSE: 
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70. > The Associate Direpts |: 

  

request from captioned Committee 

withholding Warren 

to captioned Committee because 0 

classification. 

DETAILS : 

By letter 12/21/77, 

General Griffin Bell 

of withholding Warren 

classification. 

attached) from J. 

from a confidential 

President John F. Kennedy. 

Wose 118 

the opportun 

source relating 

(copy attached) 
- 

Chief Counsel for captioned Committee requested of Attorney Clem 

ity to verify the accuracy ~ wat 

’ Commission Document #1359 from release 

to the Committee because of a foreign counterintelligence 

Document #1359 is a letter 

Edgar Hoover to 

Counselor, Presidential Commission 

no, 

C. \ 78-0322/0420-.Consali 
D2 0S" Eghibie 12 oo Abed a 

    

  

Tuwé 
DATE: 1/4/78 
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dum is to advise of 

to verify the accuracy 0 

cument #1359 from release 

f counterintelligence 

Robert Blakey 

dated 6/17/64, (copy 

the Honorable 

to the assassination 0 

J. Lee Rankin. | ee 

and deals with information the 

  

Sig Pursuant to the memorandum of understanding the - 

se 2 Committee is given the opportumity to verify on a selective | 

7 ech | basis information withheld from the Committee. On 12/27/77, 

ao) | this matter was discussed with Deputy Assistant Director 

we €2] GQ William 0. Cregar to obtain the views of the Intelligence 

ms Ee Division regarding this matter. Mr. Cregar feels it would be — 

OB 3 ) no 
re th ytes Enclosure (2) [iu | pet-135 b _ - 

B.S pe } a A- 1270 374 pe 

sSae= 1 - Mr. Adams 
iota ee 
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Memorandum to the Associate Director 
Re: House Select Committee on Assassinations 

‘St oe ny . , OO proper to allow Mr. Blakey to see the questioned letter with cg 
the understanding that the contents would not be discussed with “~ 
other individuals and that it would not be made public in any 
manner. This would protect the source and still allow the 
Committee to verify the reasons for withholding this document 
from release to the Committee. Mr. Blakey has a Top Secret 
Clearance from the Director of Central Intelligence. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

    

  

. That a representative of the Legal Counsel Division 
allow Mr. Robert Blakey to read the attached letter with the 
understanding that he is not to discuss the contents with any 
other individual or in any way to make known the information 
contained in the letter. 

rn 
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morandum to the Associate Director ~~ =: 
_ Re: .House Select Committee on Assassinations        

     

        

  

ae vce ovisron = Wana” sae ADDENDUM: INTELLIGENCE DIVISION - :Im'* = 

et
 With regard to the recommendation of the Legal i. Counsel Division, the Intelligence Division has been assured ace : ‘that Mr. Blakey is a responsible official and one whose WD 

word can be respected. Inasmuch as the Committee must be 2 
given the opportunity to verify on a selective basis 2 ae information being withheld from the Committee, it is the =.” 
recommendation of the Intelligence Division that wr. Blakey ‘ 
be allowed to read Warren Commission Document #1359. By 
so doing, we will allow Mr. Blakey to satisfy himself that te, 
Document #1359 docs not go to the merits of the investigation. _ 
being conducted by the Committee. In handling the matter Ste 
in this fashion, we are able to satisfy the requirements 
of the House Select Committee and yet fully protect our. 
sensitive source, it being noted that the contents of 
Document #1359 do not in any way place our source in 
jeopardy or identify hiz.. ot o 

j : 
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1 - Lega#l Counsel Division res - . Attn: Mr. Coulson Oey 
1 - Criminal Investigative Divisio 

Attn: Mr. Sharp 
1 - Mr. Foster 
1 + Mr. Giaquinto 

    

    

  

   

   
  

SACs, Buffale - Inc. , Wiad - Ins. 
- — Detroit ~ Enc. - Newark ~- Sac. 

.. ‘ we = Dallas - Ene. . ew York - Enc. 
Kaneas City - Enc. | Pictsburgh - Enc. 

¢ an Las Vegas - Inc. . - St. Lowis - Enc. 

- | ‘From: Directer, YBI (62-117290) ge 

© BOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE CH ASSASSINATIONS (HBCA) 
BUDED:- 2-28-78 “oo 

yp? we 
"Enclosed for each receiving Attica is one cony of FSCA letter 4 

to the Attorney ee 

The purpose ef this request is te determine if the tadividuale - . 
named have ever been the “subject” of electronic surveillanca fay 

e including wiretaps, microphone, er consenswal telephone end bedy £2. 
- ‘Ist is neted that Items 19 threugh 22 ef the enclosed lettar 
te the Dallas Offices ealy. Co, Sa — 

   

    

   

Receiving offices are iastructed te review pertinent iad{ees 
favestigative files and retrieve all commenicatious, legs, ev 

ther material pertaining to electreaic surveillesces, including thees 
electronic surveiliences iu which one ef the participants furaished . 
consent, that may be available fsr the specified pericds. Puraish two 
legible copies ef al retrievable material. Identify any taformeticn . 
coutained in retrieved material which must be protected aud reaeens fer . 
same. Clasaified matarial is te be suitably forwarded. 

All responses to Ylewr request should include a statement thet a 
Eleur indices and general indices hewe been searched in the same 

“Se ao nan ineluded in the raquest end all eppropriats files reviewed. ‘The memes co, 
on, ef the tudividusls conducting the searches and reviews showld alse be ik em Dins [ ia the response. . G 27 Hl 7 a =f S/ eb ca samo REC 58 x ee 92 ‘Gite Z 

; SEE NOTE, PAGE TWO. ~ — 
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Re: XLSUR : 

      

  

(62-117290) . + 

Me 

Material is to reach FBI Headquarters, Attention: 
gressional Inquiry Unit, by the close of business 2-28-78. 
to meet the deadline, advise FBI Headquarters imaediately.     

  

NOTE: This is to obtain material from Field Officas in order to > 
Tespond to the HSCA request from Mr. G. Robert Blakey, Chief Cornsel, 
HSCA, dated 1-24-78. This matter has been coordinated with the 
Legal Counsel Division and the Criminal Tavestigative Division, . Boos, 
Organized Crime Section. ols er ar 
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. ORLEANS ( 68-1238) renena ougeau 
_UF INVESTIGATION 

To/ DIRECTOR ROUTINE COMRUNICATIONS SECTION 

EFT O gy 

ATTENTION? ORGANIZED CRIME SECTION, D/-v i 

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTAT IVES, SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA)s ELSUR3 BUDED: OCT. 25, 1977. 
a OA 

. 

REBUTEL, OCT. 13, 1977. wt oe 

A SEARCH WAS CONDUCTED BY SA HARCLD V. NUSHES OF THE ELSUR oe 

ID ICES AND GENERAL IMDICES OF THE NEW ORLEANS DIVISION CONCERRI , | 

SANTOS TRAFFICANTE, SAM GIANCANA, CARLOS MARCELLO, AND JOHN he 

ROSSELL lL. | 

THESE SEARCHES WERE ALL NEGAZIVE IN THAT NO RECORD MUD BE 

LOCATED TO IMD ICATE THAT ANY WERE EVER SUBJECTED TO ANY TYPE OF | 

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE. . 
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WEW ORLEANS (66-1232) 

DIRECTOR PRIOR ITY 

T a oO . 

NT ION: ORGANIZED CRIME SECTION. D/ 4. a 

(ED STATEES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,( SELECT COMMITTEEE ON Ge , 

ASSINATIONS (HSCA), ELSUR; BUDED: OCT. 28, 1977. | os 

— , 

aa4* 

REBUTEL TO LOS ANGELES, OCT. 19, 1977.” 

- A SEARCH WAS CONDUCTED BY SA HAROLD V. HUGHES OF THE PERTINENT 

ices AND INVESTIGATIVE FILES OF THE NEW ORLEANS DIVISION CON- 

a IN ELECTRONIC INTERCZPTIONS BETWEEN JAN. 1, 1963 AND AUG. 1, 

35 RE SANTOS TRAFFICAMTEL45AM GIANCANA, AND JOHN ROSSELLI, WITH 

ATIVE RESULTS. REC-4S Ga-1/72. 
7 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 10° ond J YX 2. 
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RE BUREAU TELETYPE TO PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBER 19, 1977- x: 

. PHILA. FILES REFLECT NO MONITORED CALLS FOR SANTO TRAFFICANTEs 

- Sam GIANCANA OR JOHN ROSSELLI FOR PERIOD JANUARY 1, 1963 TO ‘Aug UST) An 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI ecrect 
, Meee “: ss ce SUFI * 

r -. EXCET? EYERS SHOWH wey FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (190-1) OTHERVISS- ae 

k.. SUBJECT: UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, -' fo SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS be sy By! ELSUR : 
BUDED 12/1/77 ts * 

Re Bureau teletype, 11/22/77. | t f ° 
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Bureau (Encls. 2) (RM) 
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FBI, { 
, PRECEDENCE: CLASSIFICATION: 

Cy Immediate (5 TOP SECRET re 
. | (0 Priority (2 SECRET TS 

Routine Co CONFIDENTIAL ' 
: COEFTO ' 

(2 CLEAR 
! 23/78    

    

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-117290) 

FROM: SAC, DETROIT (62-5245) 

ELSUR 
C HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE — 

a 

ON ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA) 
BUDED 2/28/78 

ast ode 
Re Bureau airtel to Buffalo, 2/16/78. 

Detroit ELSUR and general indices have been searched 

and appropriate files have been reviewed by Principal 

Legal Instructor SA ROBERT W. KNAPP. Detroit Office can 

locate no. record that it ever conducted electronic 

surveillance pertaining to the 18 named individuals 

contained in HSCA Letter to the Attorney General, 1/24/7 

  

Additionally, Detroit has no record that any of 

the named individuals ever participated in a consensual 

monitoring conducted by Agents of the Detroit Office. 

@- Bureau 
: 

- 2 - Detroit C44 69-5179 - 
. , (1 - 92-1600, Sub IT) ¥ N3ADF0 : S¥F 

RWK: afk | — 
(4) 

- 

Me OI pee © FEB 25 1978 
BL porto , ae Gee «eee 

  
    
     

    ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 1S UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE _a=11-83  BYSPSRIGIPMC ee 
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_ TO: DIRECTOR, FBI ; 
%E . ar “CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY UNIT) . af 
a {va - - . re 

cI rao Ht SE, SAC, DALLAS (66-1313) ALL INFCRSAT iy C ONTAINED ee 
a Vanriac tS SCL ASSIFIED co 

SUBJECT: <LSUR 

OHOUSE SELECT. comaTree DATE _a18-$3. BYGPSE : 
ON ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA) . "Ons, 
BUDED 2/28/78 ~ ye | wo 

was | + _ Re Bureau airtel to designated offices, 2/16/78. 

e Pursuant to the instructions in the above referenced * 
2, airtel, the following are enclosed for the Bureau, 2: 

& _ 1. ‘Two copies of REN | yeu, 

“e 2. ‘Two coptes of 

a “ 
3. Two copies of XS 

4&. Two copies of 

- 5. Two copies of QN 

6. Two copies of -/) 4270 — | a 
\a - Bureau “(Eng i AoINIA-I OR Shot 

- Dallas at - 66-1313) 

  
_ (1 = 66-499) aa pet 12993 
EQ - 89-43) _ Bc" 

UHS/pe | -_  -—— —        
Transmitted Per 

(Number) . (Time)   . 
GPO : 19TT 0 + Tabekas '
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DL: 66-1313 
= = z : . oo. 

ae above enclosures set forth commmications, | 

logs, or other materials pertaining to electronic surveillances 

concerning MARINA OSWALD. 
lon, 

   

au 

Elsur indices and general indices have been searched — 

in the names included in the request and all appropriate files 

reviewed. None of the individuals namelin the request, other 

than MARINA OSWALD, have ever been the “subject” of electronic : 

surveillance of any kind, including wiretaps, microphone, or 

consensual telephone and body recorders on the basis of the 

indices check and file review conducted by the Dilas Office. 

Dallas indices search was conducted by EDNA F. FADDUOL, 

Support Personnel, and SA UDO H. SPECHT. File reviews were 

conducted by SA'S LAWRENCE H. SANDRI and UDO H, SPECHT. 

ADDENDUM -FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE BUREAU 

Dallas is enclosing one copy of Buffalo letter to 
the Bureau dated 2/24/64, captioned "STEVE MAGADDINO; AR," 
Buffalo file 92-61, Bufile 92-2984, Dallas file 44-1639, 
Dallas does not know whether or not STEVE MAGADDINO is 
identical with STEFANO MAGADDINO, but enclosed letter 
indicates that a STEVE MAGADDINO and a FRED RANDACCIO might 
have been the subject of an electronic surveillance, 
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2/28/78 i 

= | “mo ; DIRECTOR, FBI (62-1172900,W.tis 
ATTENTION: CONGRESSIONAL .INQUIRY UNIT 

A Rae 
FROM : SAC, ST. LOUIS (66-2473) (P) ~ 
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. SUBJECT: _ELSUR; 

_ ¢. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
_ ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA)™—~ 
BUDED: 2/28/78 

Enclosed for the Bureau is a sealed envelope 

containing two copies of all communications, loads 

scritcs concerning the surveillance of TRsssemsmes 

Ca ean caine ia epee oC ; Pe arrene 
Sa a a 

        
ce Lara 

  

           
Por the additional information of the Bureau, a 

review of ELSUR indices at St. Louis contained no information 

identifiable with the following individuals:    
Le), ANGELO BRUNO (ANNALARO) 

2.) SAM MANNARINO 

3.) Gasrren mannartno ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HERE: 1S UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE.a-!1-23 BYSPSRTE/PMC 

5.) PAUL DE LUCIA, aka PAUL RICCAO 

4.) ANTHONY ACCARDC 

6.) FRED RANDACCI -I14 

7.) RUSSELL BUFFALINO 7 

8.) STEFANO MAGADDINGS ba-117a99 -SS3 

9.) CHARLES NICHOLETTI 

Co ZA MW * 
20.) CARLO GAMBINO, AR 4 1878 fi   - Bureau (Enc. 26) , 

2 =- St. Louis J-C/a y 

(L = 66-2473) pet 2 techy L Pr 

and tran- 

w—C. “1803220420. Consotidated—— 

_ Sis Exhibit’ 20°. 02 toee he eS 
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cele nee meen ae meets mee ee oe NY te nee eee tee 

SL 66-2473. 

THOMAS EBOLI 

MIKE MIRANDA    
JOSEPH COLUMBO 

14.) THOMAS LUCHESE 

15.) JOE CIVELLO 

. 16.) SAM CAMPISI . 

17.) JOE CAMPISI. 

A search of the general indices has been conducted 
and all appropriate files have been reviewed. 

The above named individuals have not been subjects 
of electronic surveillance of any kind in the St. Louis 
Division. oN ) 

That information pertaining > ay C byXe 
is being forwarded as an enclosure. 

The review of St. Louis ELSUR indices and general 
indices was conducted by. SA THOMAS T. KUBIC. 
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a TRANSMIT VIA: , PRECEDENCE: CLASSIFICATION: 

a (] Teletype... ..., (C) Immediate (2) TOP SECRET 

so o F scsimile=. (2 Priority - (0 SECRET 

+ Cg Airtel = 53 (2) Routine (o CONFIDENTIAL 

ES CIEFTO 

SRR (C) CLEAR 

- Date 3/6/78 

oS 10: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-117290) 

    

Be (ATTN: CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY UNIT) wie es, 

OU, FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (92-4564) (#201) ~ [ess 

ee ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
SUBJECT ELSUR 

  

    

      

   

  

£ HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE HORE 1S UNDLASSIFIED fo 

ae" ON ASSASSINATIONS (HS ene oy - 

we BUDED: 2/28/78 - DATE_a:aa-%2 BYSPSRIEIOMC 
4 6\ _ o 2 - 

ReBuairtel to Buffalo, 2/16/78, and NYtelcall to oF 

Bureau, 2/27/78. ee 

. Enclosures for the Bureau are enumerated below und 

individual names. 

  

A review of NY Elsur and general indices and ap (~V 

Po priate files was conducted by SA CARL C. BURGESS concernihg ” 

2 the first eighteen names listed in the enclosures to reBua 

v Such a review failed to disclose that SAM MANNARINO; GABRIEL 

    
   

MANNARINO; ANTHONY ACCARDO; PAUL DE LUCIA aka Ricca; FRED N ~ 

ae RANDACCIO; STEFANO MAGADD INO; (oars MIKE MIRANDA; YX 

me SHOMAS EBOLI; NICK CIVELLA; JOE CIVELLO; SAM CAMPISI, and JOE -j.- 

cS _ CAMPISI have ever been the target of any kind of electronic 

an surveillance conducted by the NYO. © - 

The remaining individuals are set out separately 

below with descriptions of the electronic surveillance nt 

instituted concerning each person and enumeration of the enclosed 
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NY 92-4564 
baie 

eS at 

  

pertinent, materials corresponding to each installation. 

In this respect, all logs within the specified dates are 

being forwarded along with any corresponding airtels, 

memoranda, or other communications which contain verbatin. — 

excerpts or otherwise assist in establishing the original 

conversations. It should be noted that the detailed or ver- 

vatim information contained in the communications may not 

be recorded in the same manner as the logs. This is due. 

to the fact that the log entries were usually made by the as 

monitors as a summary whereas the information in the com- Ue 

munications was obtained from replays of the tapes and subject -. 

to additional evaluation as well. No tapes exist for enclosed 

logs, having been erased and reused following transcription 

of any pertinent recordings. It should be noted that in 

addition to technical problems, installation and removal 

dates may not always correspond to initial and final monitoring 

dates 4nasmuch as security considerations in some circum 

stances required lead time in installation or favorable 

opportunities for removal of the misur. Further, it may be 

noted that because of weekend business closings, vacations, 

out of town trips or other movements of the subject, monitoring ; 

on a continuous basis was not feasible in many circumstances. hans 
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FOIPA DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET 

    

a 
Page(s) ‘Withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where E 

indicated, explain this deletion. 
i 

Deleted under exemption(s) Uva uid, CY with no segregable | oor 

material available for release to you. 

   

  

Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request. 

Information pertained only to a third party. Your name is listed in the title only. 

Docamentis) originating with the following government agency(ies) 

, was/were forwarded to them for direct response to you. 
  

  

  

Page(s) referred for consultation to the following government agency(ies); 7 oa 

as the information originated with them. You will . 

be advised of availability upon return of the material to the FBI. 
  

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s): 
eo 

  

For your information:   

  

_ The following number is to be used for reference regarding these pages: 

6a- 117890- 556 PACE A 
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NO DUPLICATION FEE 
: DELETED PAGE(S) 
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NY 22-4564 | .      
a Upon availability of copies of pertinent materials, 
0 results of inquiry re CARLO GAMBINO and will OND 
” be forwarded to the Bureau. 
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TRANSMIT VIA: _ PRECEDENCE: CLASSIFICATION: : 
oO Teletype ([) Immediate (2 TOP SECRET ' , 

Ci Facsimile. (CO Priority (2 SECRET ob 

GlAitel 2. (2) Routine (C) CONFIDENTIAL , 

(7) CLEAR ; 

. Date 349/78 

CDR eR Yo 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-117290) ce Pes: 
(ATTN: CONGRESSIONAL Pe 
INQUIRY UNIT) nae 

C. FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (92-4564) (201) 

SUBJECT: ELSUR 
.4 ROUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA) 
BUDED: 2/28/78 

6¥ : 
ReNYairtet to Bureau, 3 3/6/Th. and Buairtel to 

Buffalo, 2/16/78. 4S 

_ Enclosures for the Bureau are enumerated below under 
individual names. . 

  

The following review was conducted by SA CARL C. 
BURGESS : so, 

    

      

Mee emendte 62° 117290 -557 5) - Bureau (Ene. 32)   “1 - New York QL? axela., 

(i, sacr 
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; TRANSMIT VEN PRECEDENCE: CLANSE ATION: 2 FF 
Cy Teletype Co) Jered ade (a Tor Set RET = : 

: C] Facnimile 2) Priveity (CO SECRET: if: 
: C¥ Aide! Ch Routine CO CosripeNtiaL 
- OEFTO co Be 
*s : , “haps oo CO CLEAR ef ARRE 
LO sere. - | Bate 2/21/78 7 

+ IRECTOR, FBI rn . 
(ATTN: CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY UNIT) OE 

e FROM: - hoe. LAS VEGAS (66-351) | . 

é merece us 1m SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS. —_— 
* ‘BUDED: 2/28/78 p-4¢/ s - es 
oh ° ~ ew 

a ReBuairtel to Buffalo, 2/16/78. . 

, = A review was conducted by SA THOMAS R. PARKER of 
* the Las Vegas Division General Indices, Elsur Indices, and 
a appropriate files under the following names: Gry 

ee "4, ANGELO BRUNO (ANNALARO) ALL InFoK 
ao 2. SAM MANNARINO RM 

oe. 4. ANTHONY ACCARDO DATE WIS UNCLASSIFIED cof 
mE 5. PAUL DELUCIA aka ricca DATE 4.) 1-23 
& - 6, PRED RANDACCIO a YSesRredeu . 
ane 7. RUSSELL BUFPALINO . 
oe 8. STEFANO MAGADDINO 
2 9. CHARLES NICHOLETTI / 

10. CARLO GAMBINO é2- yy" 72 ma SI/X 
ll. THOMAS EBOLI, - 

| 12. MIKE MIRANDA EX-]1]1 HS 
- 13. JOSEPH COLUMBO 
~ , 14. THOMAS LUCHESE (ba Ti 7290 - 
mo 15. NICK CIVELLA - cant nites pe 16. JOE CIVELLO - REC.2 Te GY 557 

17. SAM CAMPISI 
: 18. JOE CAMPISI 

= OL wre: 
)- Bureau Poe: 
1 - Las Vegas ' 

7 TRP/jd 
a (3) & / 
~ Re * 

. ins 

7 = 

Gey an ll 
C/MAR 29 1079 . | 
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ee ‘this review failed to reveal any information 

that any of the above individuals were ever the subjects of 3 

any electronic. surveillance of any kind including wiretaps, 

microphones, or consensual telephone and body recorders for 

the period of January Le 1962 through December 31, 1964. 
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yea agg 2 oe S os a ~ Exhibit * 23: 

Airtel «1 = Legal Counsel Division 
‘ . . Atta: Mr. Coulson 

1 = Criminal Investigative Division ; 
: Attn: Mr. Litzenberg ~ ; 

5 . ' Le- Me. Foster aire 
‘3 _i- er. Giaquinto 

Lee Angeles < Eee. 

Miami ~ Ene. nn 
_ Wolwaukee - Ine. Me 
Yewark ~ Ene. . oot 
New Orleans —- Ene. 
Haw Yerk - Ine. . 
Priledelphia - Ene. 

  

Detroit — Ene. Picesburgh - Ene. 

Jackson - Ine. Sea Yrancisco - Enea. 
Knoxville - Ine. St. Leute - Ene. 

Las Vegaa - Enc. Tampa - Enc. 

Little Rock - Enc. - WO ~ Ene. . 

Yromt Director, FBI (62-117290) 

() ROUSE SELECT COMMITTEE OM ASSASSDUTIONS (ESCA) oo 
BUDED: 5/12/78 - ER es 

  

a Wi Ps 
Enclosed for each raceiving office is one copy ef HSCA letter = =. 

to the Attorney General dated 4/14/78, ‘requesting electroute surveillance 
information in accordance with specifie questions set forth ia the 
enclosed letter. 

The purpose of this request is to determine if the i{adividuels 
named have been the subject pr were overheard during the course ef 
electronic surveillance of any kind, including wiretaps, uleropheus, or 

consensual talephone end body recerders. <A review of the Elsur indices 
at FBI Headquarters indicates thet receiving offices have one or more 
of the individuals nemed in the HSCA request of 4/14/78. Offices =. 
which have previously submitted material on some of these individuals 

a in eomnection with an HSCA request dated 1/24/78 need not "CIS ,         
material again to the Bureau. wot7 | pe ppd ce itd 

Dp AD Ade ' MAY 2 1979 

SEE NOTE PAGE 2. . . he oe 

ALL INFOMATION CONTAINED © 
BER Fire to UE HCLASS! FIED ee re 

DATE _a-1-83 BYspsRTe1 PMC verons 
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Rat XLSOR 

(42-117290) os Same.    
Receiving offices ate iustrected te review pertinent indices 

and investigative files and retrieve all communications, logs, of 

other material pertaining to electronic surveillances, including thoee 

contained in retrieved material which must. be pretected and reasoas ter _ 

game. Classified mtarial is to be suitably forwarded. - a 

All responses to Klsur request should include a statement that — 

Elsur indices and general indices heave been pearched in the names os 

Material is to reach FSI. Headquarters, Attention: Con- 

gressional Inquiry Unit, by the close ef business 5/12/78 If weable #8... 

to meet the deadline, advise FEI Headquarters imeediataly. :, a 

NOTE: This is to obtain material from Field Offices in order to 

Tespond to the HSCA request from Mr. G. Robert Blakey, Chief Counsel, 

HSCA, dated 4/14/78. This matter has been coordinated with the 

Legal Counsel Division and the Criminal Investigative Division, 

Organized Crime Section. 
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TRANSMIT VIA: PRECEDENCE: CLASSIFICATION: i : 

(Teletype. (C2 Immediate () TOP SECRET 1 

Facsimile ¢ eo (C) Priority , (Cj SECRET 

(0 Routine CC) CONFIDENTIAL | 

ee  GEFTO t 

LEB + Cj CLEAR , Date 5/8/78 ' “aes —_— 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62=TIT2Z90) 

(ATTN: CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY UNIT) 

FROM: sAl\(g | | 
SUBJECT: ty fOUSE ‘SELECT. COMMITTEE ON_ &} 

ASSABSINATIONS (HSCA) 
BUDED: 5/12/78 

   

  

24a p oad 

Re Bureau Airtel to Albany, 4/27/78, Detroit teletype 

to the Bureau, 7/25/69, and Atlanta Airtel to Bureau, 7/25/69. 

In connection with captioned matter, FBIHQ indicated 

the Department of Justice to determine if individuals who 

appear on the attachment to referenced Bureau Airtel, were eve 

overheard during the course of an electronic surveillance of 

any kind including wiretaps, microphone, or consensual tele 

phone and body recorders during the period of 1/1/62 through ° 

12/31/64. As a result, FBIHQ requested recipients to conduct— 

a search of the ELSUR indices and general indices of all the 

names that appear on the attachment and to review all indicated] 

files. a . ‘ 

in referenced Airtel that a request had been received from 
Pe 

Atlanta checked the names of all individuals that 

appeared on the attachment through its ELSUR indices, general 

indices, and reviewed all appropriate files with the following 

results: (QM TAU- TEANT 
A review of Atlanta's ELSUR indices was nega ive 

for all the individuals that anos, on_ the attachment (bya 

except one reference fora Y ees DAME ly; 

Southern Christian Leadership Conference | 
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  (SCLC), Atlanta, Georgia, 3/29 (FF +4 LS >, eit 
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” ar 66-82! 

‘the period of 1963 through 1966, plus an ELSUR on the residenc 

   

   

  

  

   

  

~ 

  

   
+ te 

Sage For information of the Bureau, Atlanta operated * 

an ELSUR on the office of the SCLC, Atlanta, Georgia, during” 

of MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., Atlanta, Georgia, for a portion of 

the above period in connection with the Bureau's investigation. 

cf the Communist infiltration (COMINFIL) of the SCLC at that ty 
DCN 

  

time. The above-mentioned reference for 

would have been in the logs of this ELSUR on the SCLC; however; 

Atlanta is not able to check this reference for a 

as all the logs for these ELSURS on the SCLC and KING 

were sent to FBIHQ by Atlanta on 3/14/77 for inclusion in the 

National Archives per a court order in the case captioned, 

"BERNARD S. LEE vs. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S. D. C., D.C.), 

CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1185 (BUFILE 62-117194)," and " SOUTHERN 

CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) vs. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, S 

ET AL (U.S. D. C., D.C.), CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1186 (BUFILE 

62~117193)." . 

Based on the above, Atlanta is not able to check tnis(DOY% 

ST eeeryt ol ascertain if he is identical _ 

in this matter. . a      

  

   

   

  

reference 
to %& 

The ELSUR indices also reflected an index card on oe 

who was identified as and therefore 

it was determined that this is not identical with = (OMe 
whose name appears on the attachment to referenced 

Bureau Airtel. 

  

      

A review of the general indices reflected the name of 

possibly identical with 

h name that appears on the attachment to referenced 
     

     
     

the 

Bureau Airtel. A search for the appropriate files for 

revealed that all substantive files where name 

appears were destroyed by the Atlanta Division. owever, Atianta. 

   

    
   

control file 66-285-857 reflects referenced Detroit teletype to 

the Bureau dated 7/25/69 in whic appears in th \ 

title. A review of the teletvpe reflects that the source of 

inform on concerning was developed through D#troit C 4 

source As previously set out, Atlanta substantive - 

  

   



  

‘AT 66-825 - 

    

    

files re 
does not know the identity of this source. 

an a ‘ 2 

Referenced Atlanta Airtel to Bureau, 7/25/69 . 
reflects that no further dissemination was made of the infor- SR 

  

ee ' mation provided by Detroit source Gs set forth in Detroit YD 
an ; file 92-608. bY7 

ae : On 5/5/78, Detroit Supervisor OSCAR WESTERFIELD Co 
he was telephonically advised of the Detroit teletype to the Bureau, 7 

7/25/69 in order to assist Detroit's response to captioned 
inquiry. 

The search of Atlanta ELSUR ‘indices was handled by 
Secretary LINDA R. URHEIM of the Atlanta Office. The search ‘ 
of the general indices was conducted by Supervisors CATHERINE 

She J. ANDERSON and LINDA KING of the Atlanta Office. Appropriate 
*: ' files were reviewed by SAs RONALD E. KNAUBER, JOSEPH LOUIS 

CROTTA, GERALD D. HVIZDAK, and FRED ROGER RUHLMAN. 
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2 4 —_ .  - FBID a ea 

TRANSMIT VIA: PRECEDENCE: CLASSIFICATION: 

C Teletype () Immediate (2 TOP SECRET 

Cc] Facsimile. -- (7) Priority "(SECRET 

7] Routine ( CONFIDENTIAL 

COEFTO 

- [2 CLEAR 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-417290) 
(ATTN: CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY UNIT) : 

FROM: (BX 4SAC, ST. LOUIS (62-5097) ROC | 

a LELSUR; 
- 

Cy - HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA) ui 

tv 

BUDED: 5-12-78 jw 

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, et al, 4-27-78. 

A review of ELSUR indices at St. Louis contained 

no information identifiable with the following individuals Es “ 

er organization: 
cane 

JAMES ALLEGRETTI - Chicago 
of 

et ANTHONY ACCARDO 
a = VINCENT ALO 

; 

wo PHIL ALDERISIO 
= BARNEY BAKER - Teamster, Chicago 

—S EUGENE HALE BRADING (aka Jim Braden), Calif> 

z= & RUSSELL BUFALINO 
mn e BILL BUFALINO ‘ : 

--WoO MORGAN H. BROWN, California and Texas 

3s DOMINIC BARTONE Oo 
=O BENJAMIN BINION, Texas and Nevada 

+30 FIORE BUCCIERI 

et TA SAN BENTON, Miami and Louisiana 

<= SAM BATTAGLIA 
aes FRANK CHAVEZ, Puerto Rico Teamster 

= t= ARTHUR LEWIS CLARK, California and Florida 

_ ad <= JACKIE CERONE 
/ 

<a JOE CIVELLO Pe On 

_ - pINO CELLINI G- // 73.76 379% | 

$.. EDDIE CELLINI 
\ 4 o 

Awe ureau 
~ 

= st. Louis (1 - 62-5097) REC-44 om oo 

es 1 = 66-2473) _ (—— SSAGFAT 

¥ ay JUN 27 1978 

Approved: Transmitted Per 
: (Number) 

f van AP 21A7AN 

(Tims) 
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st ‘62-5097 ae 

: i Re: 4 “ 4 “a 

RICHARD CAIN, Chicago 

"a" - LEOPOLDO DUCOS, Puerto Rico ‘Teanister 

a JOENNY DIOGUARDL 

I. IRVING DAVIDSON 
o 

   

JAMES FRATIANNO 

ANTHONY GIRACALCNE 

SAM GIANCANA 

JIM GARRISON, Louisiana and Nevada     

  

JAMES HOFFA Lo Lot me 

  

MEYER LANSKY a, oo, 

JAKE LANSKY - = ° © # 
JOBN LA ROCCA 

PACL LABRIOLA, Chicago and Dallas 

PRANK MATULA 
GABRIEL MANNARINO . 

SAM MANNARINO 
MIKE MC LANEY 

WILLIAM MC LANEY . 

ROBERT A. MAHEU , Nevada and Florida 

  

    
       

Florida and Texas Teams er     
77 pustTy M. MILLER, 

MARCELLO 

  

    

   

    

  

   
    

JOSEPH MARCELLO 

VINCENT MARCELLO 

  

   
LEWIS J. MC WILLIE, Nevada and Florida 

FCORA, Louisiana 

   

  
JOSEPH PORETTI 

_ VICTOR PEREIRA, Texas, California and Miami oF eal 

JAMES PLUMERI 
Bote 

EDWARD GRADY PARTIN, Louisiana Teamster 

“a
ts
 

ba
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ere ee wee seme meee onmes
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~JORN ROSELLI 

    NORMAN ROTHMAN, Florida - 

  

CHARLES TOURINE 

LOUIS TRISCARO, Teamster 

  

IRWIN WEINER, Chicago a 
DAVID YARAS, Chicago and Florida 

JOE ZERILLI a   
SAM PAXTON, Louisiana and ‘Florida re 

‘GEORGE LEWIS Dallas. and Tampa . eg 

   
La Cosa Nostra 

, oy 

SANTOS TRAPFICANTE 
we 

JACK RUBY 
Se 

EARL RUBY : 
a 

EVA GRANT 

ROBERT RAY MC KEOWN 
Coo a 

NANCY PERRIN 
oo a 

TOM HOWARD , = hs 

ANDREW ARMSTRONG 
. 

MICKEY RYAN 

ALEX GRUBER - , 

BRUCE CARLIN 
- 

“CURTIS LAVERNE CRAFORD 

RALPH PAUL 

GEORGE SENATOR js a 

EDWARD MEYERS oe oN oe 

  

  
  

. Be: : 
: / _ a 

    

 



  

   
SL 62-5097 

. BEF. " ANGELO BRUNO 
‘PAUL DE LUCIA, aka Ricca ~ 
FRED RANDACCIO 
STEPANO MAGADDINO _ ; | tb) NY 

  

CARLO GAMBINO 
THOMAS EBOLI 
MIKE MIRANDA 
JOSEPH COLUMBO. 
THOMAS LUCHESE ~ 
NICK CIVELLA 
SAM CAMPISI 
JOE CAMPISI : 
MICHAEL RALPH PAINE . 
RUTH HYDE PAINE ~ : ns 
MARINA OSWALD | _ 

RAYMOND FRANKLIN KRYSTINIK , 

A search of the general indices regarding the 

above names has been conducted and all appropriate files 

have been reviewed. 
* 

The above individuals have not been the subjects of 

electronic surveillance of any kind in the St. Louis Division. "|. 

The review of St. Louis ELSUR indices was conducted 

by SA THOMAS T. KUBIC. ‘The review of general indices was 

conducted by Clerk KEVIN G&G. OTTWELL. The review of 

appropriate files was conducted by SA GEORGE P. WILLIAMS, JR. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNM. — 

Memorandum en 
to |: DYRECTOR, FBI (62-117290) DATE: 

oA: (Attn: Congressional Inquiry Unit) 

on a VN 28 
. 

yrom; :*‘ SAC, CHICAGO (92=-350-Sub 20) 

rs 

sunject: _ELSUR 
*HOUSE SELECT. COMMITTEE ¢ 
“QN ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA) gg” 
— —— v «- 

C yr EE ERS 
Re Bureau airtel, 4/27/78. , 

  

  

Enclosed herewith under separate cover are two (2) 

eopies each of available logs of conversations monitored by 

Chicago of the individuals described in referenced Bureau _ 

airtel during the period January 1, 1962 through December . 

31, 1964. Gr 

In connection with this, all Chicago Elsur and © ay a 

general indices have been searched in the names included. at 

in the request and.all appropriate files reviewed. SAs .-..  *20° 

JOSEPH P. DOYLE, MARTHA ANN PITTARD, ROBERT E. HARTZ and". =.) 

JAMES F. BONNER participated in this project. Where no = ¥-— 

logs are transmitted for individuals included in the request, =... 

none were found. . LOPE 
| iG ye 

+ 

The following communications in the form of Lo. 4 

original logs are enclosed: —_— 

OY : 

WME SIS) 0-17290- 9 EKG 
    

    
   

   

    
[\ sg hl eee 
= STZ LITO SAS 

, ee, 7 . 
- Se ee, 

. 70 BO May 75 xo 

4)- Bureau ad 27g 

1 - Package 
1 - Chicago a 

WER: 4k 
Gd ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE _a-t1-83 BY    
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plow = * 

iai8- 106-68
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DIRECT R hee “\1re90 “ROUT 18 co 4 

” uNeLAS EF T 0 ae sae By tee 

ATTENTION: CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY UNIT. 

ELSUR ,. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINAT IONS CHSCA) 3 BUDED : 

MAY 12, 1978 , 2 

AEBUAIRTEL TO ALBANY AND OTHER OFFICES, APRIL 27 1978. 

A COMPLETE SEARCH WAS MADE OF NEW ORLEANS FBI GENERAL INDICES 

AND ELSUR INDICES CONCERNING NAMES INCLUDED IN REAIRTEL ENCLOSURE 

WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS FOR PERTINEMT PERMOLOAN. 1, 1962 THROUGH 

  REC- 8 - , , oo 

DEC. Sls 19 64. . 
= CECH 

RY JO WEST AND SA *s BER NARD Pe eke 

62-1|7090~ 397 ~SISR/A- 
. “2s JUN 29 878 

SEARCHES CONDUCTED BY CLERK JER 

BLAIS AND HAROL DV. HUGHES. 

BT . ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

mo _DATE-Bo083_BY BYSPERAS 

. 
A
g
 

  go ju 28 87



me FROM: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (92-2080) 

  

FD.36 (Rev. 7-27-78) . 

  

pe ° C.A. 78-0 0420 Consolidate 

ma
e,
 

  (C) Routine Cj) CONFIDENTIAL 

CEFTO 

F 
. — ot FBI . ED cop 

" TRANSMIT VIA: PRECEDENCE: - CLASSIFICATION: | : 
C) Teletype — CC Immediate (7 TOP SECRET be 
oO Facsimile a CJ Priority {0 SECRET . I. 
x) Airtel 2035 :. 

| f 
“4 1 

! 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (62-117290) 
ATIN: CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY UNIT 

SUBJECT: . ELSUR 7 
-“ HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 
@N ASSASSINATIONS 

Enclosed for the Bureau under separate cover is acne. 
package containing two copies of logs on pertinent days for . 
below listed individuals. . AL: pok 

co 

captioned "United States House of Representatives, Select 
Committee on Assassinations (HSCA), ELSUR", Philadelphia 
furnished responses to requests of 10/7/77 and 10/17/77. 

_ A search of Elsur indices at- Philadelphia reflectad 
the following information identical or probably identical 
with the names furnished with HSCA request of 4/14/78: 

~ 

G)- Bureau (RM) 2-172 FO H- PR4GX 3 | 
(1 = Package) RE. 79 ; / deaf fo 

7 - Philadelphia ¥ S35 gi Ye ep ef 
2 = 92-2080 “Gg —_.., at 7 Af oo, 
1 - 92-441 SUB A en me Le 
1 = 92-44% SUB A | 
1 = 92-444 SUB C os _ «14 MAY 19 78 
1 = 92-447 SUB A 
L = 92-443 SUB A 

EFW/1ew 411 INFORMATION CONTAINED         HERE] {2 IS LINCEASSISIED Ly 
DATEy a:17-83 BYSpsereiOMe 7 m 

Transmitted Per 
(Number) (Time) 

  

   
  

    

    

     

   
    

       
      
      

Re Philadelphia airtel to Director 5/12/78. oe GF ae 

a ee By teletypes to Director dated 10/18/77, and 426/77, 5



  

Exhibit 29 

@eniteo STATES GOVERNMENT 

rane > CONFIDATIG Smorandum 
mirrors app AC, DETROIT (62-5245) 

  

quesect: 

Ee HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE oN ASSASSINATIONS (ESCA) 
a BUDED 5/12/78 onsets _ 
a ror DIRECTOR, FBI (62~117290) eee enna 

ae (ATTENTION: CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY UNIT) te ce meas seaWe TEL 
pa . LEQE TT I NSRE S wt 

ee 1290-09 _ CTIERWISE. were 
Td 

a Re Bureau airtel to Albany, “sated 4/29/78, 
Telcall to FBIHQ by SA WILLIAM F. xX. KANE, 5/16/78, * wherein 
permission to extend Buded to 5/19/78 was granted. 

fransmitted under separate cover for FBIHQ are two 
copies each of transcripts located in Detroit Elsur files 
92-217, 92-218, 92-228, 92-438, 92441, 92-447, 92-561, pursuant 
to Elsur indices check set forth below, and requested - in 
referenced Bureau communication to Albany. rT 

As requested in Bureau airtel, Detroit's General vee 
Indices has been reviewed and pertinent "files identified; the “~~. 
Bureau will be advised as to the review of such files. ay, : 

On 5/8-9/78, Clerk JOYCE A. GOUTIS, Detroit FBI, / 
conducted a search of the Detroit Division Elsur indices for. the 
period of 1/11/62-12/31/64, which failed to reveal any Elsur 
reference to the following individuals or to their known alias: 

1. JEAN ‘“AASE 
/ —: 2. ANTHONY ACCARDO 

3, JAMES ALLEGRETTI _—_ 
L iw 4, VINCENT ALO a J. ' ’ py _ 

we DOMINIC BARTONE eeaga 
fork I 2: SAM BATTAGLIA Ne eee a P'S LY Lb 
te SAM BFNTON vy —— As 

Shp 9. BENJAMIN BINION Ls 
~ | .@ 10. EUGENE HALE BRADING a 5 WAY 322 1979 
» ; 41, MORGAN H. BRO 
7 % 4?,  FIORI BUCCIERT ee 

3 4%, RUSSELL BUFALINO 
iG 44, RICHARD CAIN oF, 

45, CINO CELLINI a 

2 - Bureau | asa" 

2 = Detroit Pat lar UA pnt 
LEB: imd a-l8-83 aor 
(5) a : 

¢ &    
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. DE 62-5245 

16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
2356. 

24. 
25. 
26. 

27 - 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 

32. 
336 
34. 
35. 
36. 

376 
38. 
39-6 
40. 
44. 
42. 
43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

   

  

   

   

EDDIE CELLINT 
JACKIE CERONE 
FRANK CHAVEZ 
JOE CIVELLO 
ARTHIR LEWIS. CLARK 

I. IRVING DAVIDSON 
PAUL DORFMAN 

LOPO COS 
DAVID W. FERRIE 
JAMES FRATIANNO | 

  

rane GAPRTSON 

SAM GTIANCONA — 

PAUL LABRIOLA 
JAKE LANSKY 
MEYER LANSKY 
JOHN LA ROCCA 
CARLOS MARCELLO 
VINCENT MARCELLO 
GABRIEL MANNARINO 
SAM MANNARINO 

JOSEPH MARCELLO 

    

LAWRENCE V. MEYERS 
DUSTY M. MILLER 
EDWARD GRADY PARTIN 
LEONARD PATRICK 
NOrIO PECORA 

  

CONFIDENTIAL 

BOGS 

 



  
  

  

    

DE 62-5245 

61. 

  

62. VICTOR PEREIRA 

63. 
6. 

    

JOHN 
NORMAN ROTHMAN 
   ROSELLI 

    

25, CHARLES TOURLNE 

76. LOUIS TRISCANO 

07, IRWIN WEINER 

78. JEAN WEST 
79, DAVID YARAS 

8, Clerk JOYCE A. GOUTIS, Detroit FBI, 

of Detroit Elsur indices for the period of On 5/8-9/7 
conducted a search 

Lay aes 

4/11 /62-12/31/64, which revealed references to the following 

listed individuals, and on 5/10-11/78, SA LOREN E. BRAND and 

SA ROBERT S. BARENT 

and caused Xerox copiesto be ma 

Referenced individuals appear below 

tes located. file numbers and da 

  

   

E conducted a review of tke referenced files 

de of the appropriate transcripts. 

along with appropriate 

¢ CRY 
CATO) 

BNA) 
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_ C.A. 7&°°"322/0420 Consolidated 

   

   

    

. a nev, s 7 . Exhibit 30 © wey 

. FBI | 

TRANSMIT VIA: PRECEDENCE: = — CLASSIFICATION: . 

"CO Teletype (C) Immediate (CO TOP SECRET bee 

CO Facsimile ( Priority , (CO) SECRET - Lo 

mw -Adrtet (7) Routine - (O CONFIDENTIAL |, | ge 

: Coe C)EFTO CONFID THAES 

; See (CONIDATTIE: 
oecene ETE ban 8le6(n8 —_} 

veer” capes SHOWA * 
- HT: 

weaesnisis ’ Arr". eet NS oN 

( / | , pee? sRCURIE , 

: TO: DIRECTOR, FBI en this} CE j 

Gy { TTN: CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY U{i3) a 

From: ( SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (66-6728) 

SUBJECT : rete "HOI Sa, SELECT. COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS 

2: | 1 270 Of 

Re Buairtel to aipfay, 4/27/78. 

San Francisco Elsur indices searched by Diane 

Zirelli, General indices searched by Anne De Caire and 

indicated references reviewed by Sandra Snyder, Carol 

Ernst and Sandra Figoni. 
<<) 

Indicated references regarding the 97 names 

listed in the April 14, 1978 letter of the Select Con- 

mittee on Assassinations contain no Elsur material for 

the period 1/1/62 through 12/31/64 for 91 of the 97 names. 

Enclosed for the Bureau are two copies each of 

San Francisco references containing Elsur material on the 

6 individuals listed below: 

l. 

     

    

  

pave 
Bureau (encls. 16) 

1 = San Francisco    
       

    

  

  cag/sf Z oa. 
- f° . ” wer J a 

£. Fe at ie Ao te a Sie 
  

  Approved: Transmitted 

  

(Number)  
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. fo C.A. 78-(. 3/0420 Consolidatéd’ ve Ed “S”" Exhibit 31 - 7 

FD-36 (Rev. 2-14-74) 

FBI 

Dee: 6/14/78 

Transmit the following ia 
  

(Type in plaintext or code) 

  

Vis i ATRTEL AIR MAIL 
Ss (Precedence) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (G2ek35055) 
ATTN: CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY UNIT (CIU) 

FROM: SAG, LOS ANGELES (94-430B) (19) 
YO bei a2 

SUBJECT: . ELSUR- oo 
HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE . ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

ON ASSASSINATIONS (HSCA) }'EDFiN iS UICLASSIFIED BUDED: 6/16/78 _ DATE A-I8-83_ BYSPSRTG/OMe 
Re Bureau airtel to Chicago, dated 5/30/78, Los 

Angeles telephone call to Bureau, 6/6/78, SAC letter 69-43, 

Enclosed for CIU are two copies each of 13 summary 
logs of microphone surveillances. Also enclosed is one 
envelope packet marked "Sensitive" containing two copies 
each of 22 serials which should be protected in view of the 
material contained therein. 

rep hye. SS AX 
Mention of the above individuals was ‘located. 

However, none of these names were identified as subjects of, 
nor participants in, any conversations monitored by the Los 
Angeles Office. No elsurs were installed on any premises 
known to be owned, leased or licensed by these individuals. 

. rf =f 
w Liya sunk 
ee - Bureau (Enc. roy 

. 2 - Los Angeles 

Cemeene ences 

23 JUN 19 1973 4 
(5) ; af wt Ker —_— |   

dated 8/13/69, and SAC letter 69-31, dated 6/3/69. Sp 
4 

A review of the elsur and general indices of the An 
Los Anveles Division in the names of a Tim (44 Ce: ee -.: conducted by SA FRIEND ADAMS (p)\/7Y, 
ana al appropriate tiles nave been reviewed. r 

EX-115  Aec-65 a. fb 57 
N 

    

Es. < Loy < Mo é-/ . i . : Ao 2 $f, 

w Se >. 
~ 

i cu lS fet anP 
- . 

Approved: Sent M  Pse 
Special Agent in Charge 

G JUL 26 1978 
  

i] 

 



LA 94-4308 

These persons have not been the subjects of, or 

identified as, participants in any conversations monitored 

by any lawful elsurs where one of the parties consented to 

the surveillance or where the surveillance was conducted 

pursuant to the provisions of Public Law 90-350, nor are 

any of them known to have any proprietary interests in any 

premises which were the subject of such a surveillance. 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

It is noted that the enclosed log summaries contain 

only "mention" with no “overhears” of the names requested in 
referenced airtel. 

Some of the log summaries reflect information 

apparently unrelated to the mentioned names, which infor- 

mation refers to private activities of an individual 

described as “the President". 

Verbatim transcripts of these conversations are 

not available either as tape recordings or as written records. 

The tapes have previously been destroyed according to the 

provisions of referenced SAC letters. 

Excision of any parts of the enclosures is being 

left to the discretion of CIU. 

It is likewise noted that instant enclosures contain 

serials as requested in referenced airtel that originally 

were of administrative interest only and likewise were sensitive 

in nature. This information is segregated into a separate 

group of documents for review and selection by CIU. They 

are submitted as items requested in sentence 1, paragraph l, 

page 2, of referenced Bureau airtel. 

Although none of the above material is formally 

classified, the administrative nature of some of the serial 

copies and the "June" designation on some of these enclosed . 

communications may necessitate special handling. 

- 2* -



  

Di sseminaties. 
Routing Slip 
FD-417 (9-12-69) 

(CJ Sac, 

“0420 Consolidated 
Exhibit 32 

  

4 (Copies to Offices Checked) 
Tet (X) Director, Att: ~CONGRESSIOWALINCUIRY _UNTT 

-C Albany 
(_) Albuquerque 
(CC) Alexandria 

Anchorage 
Allanta 
Baltimore 
Birmingham 

Charlotte 
cS Chicago 

Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbia 
Dellas 
Denver 

ES Detroit 
El Paso 
Honolulu 

RE: © 

Houston CQ Oklnhoma City Indianapolis C) Omnha (C} Jackson () Philadelphia (J Jacksonville . Phoenix C_) Kansaa City Pittsburgh 
Knoxville Portiand 
Las Vegans Richmond 
Litthe Rock () Sucramento C] Los Angeles St. Louis 
Louisville Salt Lake City Memphis San Antonio CJ Miam: San Diego Milwaukee Sen Francisco Minneapolis ‘ San Juan 
Mobile . Sevannah 
Newark Seattle 
New Haven Springfield Cj New Orleans Tampa 
New York City Washington Field fo Norfolk 

Date £/22/73 
HOUSE SULECT COMUITTSE ON ASSASSIN= "3 (HSCA) 

San Francisco airtel to Bureau 6/15/78 

REMARKS Sun Francisco file 92~-2199% that was 
unavailable for the first review as been located on the San 

SATE At8-83 

Francisco destruction list. 
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  Tronsmit the following in . ———————— 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

. 

Afr. 

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL . Mr. Trotter, 

. i (Priority) { Tele. Room. 

ee en ee 
dood Miss_Hulmes__.. 

Miss Gandy_|__ 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (92-9927) 
  EI ATT: CRIME RECORDS 

Ry FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES, (92-2675)(C) 
Ee: 

eo RE: EDWARD NICHOLAS BECKER 1 
Pra AR . 

See 00: LOS ANGELES 

eat / ) - . . 

=| (ayryerFe Los Angeles airtel 5/17/67. 

f     

  

oe ED RFID,Vauthor of the \ (ey) oo 
pook, ‘Jungie, USA,” contacted REID 

soon to be 

    

published 

telephonically on 5/26/67, and explained to him that SIDNEY 

KORSHAY had reported that ED BECKER was trying to shake 

down some of KORSHAK's friends for money to keep their names 

out of the book. 

The purpose of source was to discredit BECKER to 

REID in order that the CARLOS MARCELLO incident would be = <\ p~— 

deleted from the book by REID. BECKER is obviously REID's 

4dnformant concerning reportedly informing Bureau Agents in 

September, 1963, that CARLOS MARCELLO Was planning on killing 

President KENNEDY. 

REID did not commit himself as to deleting or 

changing any passage of the book. . wYTYC) 

r _ on 5/31/67, siaasengnd SA SEE <0: 
ey 

PP ett (PT le DB=7B) 
Sp yny Fy "age 43" VP 43 aun / Ba 

mtb 

If Approved: AM BIN Sent —________-M Per _ NSE 

, i 5 5 JUN 27 esi Agent in Charge 
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statements concerning. BECKER.: Tt was again pointed out to. 
REID that BECKER had been interviewed by Bureau Agents: :: 
in November, 1962 concerning the BILLIE SOL ESTES case, but 
had not mentioned the reputed conversation or statements —.- 
allegedly made by MARCELLO on 9/11/63, (almost a year later) 
at Churchill Farms, New Orzeans, 
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=. motets .e ~ Zot oom. © Bebibie34 i Mr. Tolecn F . 4, FQ-34 {Rev.-1Q-26-63) JS . oo, t Mr, Bel 
: °°. . - « . . . cs . { 

FTL a i, OY {| Me Mote 
+ . ° XN. Mr. Ca; 

"% a . ‘er- ‘ 4 . Me { a : “FBI ~ 1 hee 
Ft Mr. 
2h Tt, }.. Date: 3/21/64 (| Me 

° “ . ' . ° ! . 

iY Tronanit the liowing in _ jj Mr. ¥ Dob: =|} Mr. ' “he og Sy pis : (Type in plain text or code) me er 

a Via AIRTEL an AIRMAIL _; Foca 
“+ PAR (Priority) i Miss Gandy og) pn nn a nn wn a nn 4 
TUM |. 0: DIRECTOR, FBI (4642600) 

FROM: SAC, NEW ORLEANS (46-1731) ‘(P). 

ae CARLOS OO scxiz0,ana. 
“2 x ' FAG - CONSPIRACY; 
, PERJURY 

Re New Orleans airtel, 3/11/64 and Bureau airtel of 
re 
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Giaureau (Encl-4) 
2-New Orleans 

. 3/18/64. 
‘sb, “ = 
of Transmitted herewith are four copies of a letterhead 
iF , memorandum reflecting background information relative to-the « N\) 
oo ! obtaining of letters by the New Orleans Police Department > ™~ 
= which relate to captioned subject and background information 2 - 
5 |. regarding DAVID W. FERRIE. = wm Faw 
a = = its Ee "is | For the information of the Bureau, DAVID WC" rigkre=2| \, 
So was interviewed by the New Orleans Office in the case e tl éd. 7 . ‘§ “LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka. IS - R = CUBA" on 11/26/63, whicn » = | \ 
oy information is reflected On page 285 of the report of SA = 
= WARREN C, DEBRUEYS, Dallas, 12/2/63. “TN 
i 4" ENCLOSURE | Y 
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untf.p STATES DEPARTMENT ov Justice ° : 

; FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

: New Orleans, Louisiana . 

Fils Ne. —_ _ 
March 2i,; . 1964 

ie . 

. . 
. “otf . 

it _ : 78: 

“ . 
1,2 3: os 

ff L. G l vc l x </ ol hy | CBr oee 

on Deb 3-2F- 4 CARLOS MARCELLO / a | 

— . wt T.., Ee Hua L pia fos BO ee 

on betrncry 237-1968 ’ Raywond COMSTOCE, New Orleans 

. Police officer assigned to the District Attorney's office, 

advised that shortly after the assassination of President 

. John F. @édy he was conducting ano investigation to locate 

oS David W errie who was alleged to have been an associate of 

* Lee Harvey Oswald. In connection with this investigation he 
    

- attempted to locate Ferrie at his residence and in the course 

_of his investigation at. Ferrie's residence, 3330_Lou 

7 Avenue Parkway, he found the folla ing material: 

‘. er pt phe Lt : | 

a ; undated letters addressed to Mr. Jack. , 

Vas ‘fasserman, Warner. Building, Washington, De C. Arter iit! 

Signed D. W. Ferrie, bearing the return address 

of Room 307, Maya Excelsior, Guatemala. (It 

should be noted that the only difference in these . 

- letters is that one copy has handwritten corrections 

moos and notations on page 2); 

An undated letter, addressed to Jack and signed 

Dave; 

O An undated r, addressed to 

wi 
and 

First page of David W. Ferrie's bank book 

with the Whitney National Bank of New Orleans. 

‘ 
a 
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m
e
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Mr, Comstock advised that this material was obtained 

without a warrant and the search was not conducted incidental 

to an arrest as Ferrie was not present at his residence and was 

not located until several days subsequent to his investigation 

at this address. Mr. Comstock advised that he made copies of 

or above material which he made available on February 13, 1964. 7
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CARLOS MARCELLO - - 

' David W. Ferrie is a former pilot for Eastern 
Airlines and according to Raymond Comstock is a notorious 
homosexual in the City of New Orleans. Ferrie was observed 
during the course of the trial of Carlos Marcello during 
the month of November, 1963, to be in frequent contact with 
defense attorneys G. Wra 11 and Jack Wasserman. Gill 
and Wasserman were Carlos Marcellos principal defense 
attorneys. 

David W. Ferrie when interviewed by New Orleans FSI 
Agents in connection with another investigation on November 
25, 1963, admitted that he has been employed by Attorney 
G. Wray Gill since March, 1962, and admitted working from 
August, 1963 to November, 1963 on the case involving Carlos 
Marcello who had been charged in Federal Court in connection 
with a fraudulent birth certificate. 

Ferrie admitted visiting Guatemala on October ll, 
1963, and departing Guatemala October 18, 1963, and entering 
Guatemala on October 30, 1963, and departing November 1, 1963. 
This information is confirmed by U. 3. Passport number BO85860 
that Ferrie exhibited when being interviewed by Bureau Agents 
on another matter on November 25, 1963. 

David W. Ferrie is identical with New Orleans 
Police Department number 107026. He was born in Cleveland, 
Ohio, on March 28, 1918, is 5'11", weighs 195 pounds. He 
is bald and wears a home-made wig. Ferrie's police Departe 
ment record does not reflect a convictions a 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 
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"Elsur indices and general indices have been searched 
in the names included in the request and all aoppropriate files . 

Support Personnel, a 
° conducted by SA' s . Seas 

:, ADDENDUM -FoR THE INFORMATION OF THE BUREAU. oe os PS” 
ae 

Dallas is enclosing one copy of Buffalo letter to oe 
‘the Buresu dated 2/24/64, captioned J        
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. oo CLA. 78-0322/0420 Consolidated 

s- , J Exhibit 36 

FD303 (Reve le3be60) . a , 

. Uscte aa Le 

h ; 

On Novembor 22, 1555, SA NEStS U. Taner oT wes at 

Uaitod Stdtos District Court, Now Oricans, Louici2c02 ,.. =% ta 

: , . exrial of CARNLGS SARCZLIO aud wOunwris MARCSLL , Lvpete) mad 4 oo2 

onasced with Praud Against tue Govornment. Durint ti.¢ "hewe 

and 2... sessions of tae trical oa tis dave, S& SLNNIoT 

i oasanves VZECENT JOSEPH ia.NCiLLe, a brot ther of Caknos, aac 

: ' & LARCRLMC as the trial. 
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Ca iL LES ot iam Orlenes, Los sino Fite if I ee . 

ss perAees tT wore 5 Pe NT a . 7 C3 

by woman, soit? bog amtatoiotld A fin Cate dictetaa nm)   

her recommendatione nor cencluslona of the FDI. It de the property of the Fol and is. .caned to 

your agency; i cad lis conlente are aot lo be diatributed outaide your cquacy, 
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: : Thia document contains awl


